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The focus of this study is to understand how the immobilization, dielectric, orientation, composition, coverage, and structure of self-assembled organic monolayers on metal surfaces affects the surface reactivities and properties of these films in order to facilitate the construction of desired films.

Two model systems used: thiol at gold and aromatic acids at platinum. Both methyl- and carboxylic acid-terminated thiolate monolayers were formed at evaporated gold films by the self-assembly technique via the thiol moiety of thiols. The phenylcarboxylic acid and pyridylcarboxylic acid monolayers were formed at platinum electrodes cleaned electrochemically in 1 N H₂SO₄ aqueous solution.

Several surface analysis technologies (including contact angle measurement, electrochemistry, ellipsometry, infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS), and x-ray photospectroscopy) have been used to study the formation, composition, structure, surface properties and reactivity of self-assembled organic monolayers on gold and platinum surfaces.

IRRAS, contact angle measurements, and an electrochemistry methods were used to determine the surface pKₐ of phenylcarboxylic acids and pyridylcarboxylic acids monolayers on platinum.

These techniques were also used to determine the orientation of polymethylene chain axis and the carboxylic follow the structural evolution of the chains and end group of the thiolate monolayers during formation.
In addition, IRRAS was used to assess the carboxylic acid group in terms of its possible existence as the non-hydrogen-bonded species, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric group, and the hydrogen-bonded polymeric group. The existence of these different forms of the end group were also followed as a function of coverage and as well as their influence on reactivity as a function of solution pH.

IRRAS and contact angle measurements were used to calculate the rate constant of the esterification of carboxylic acid-terminated monolayers on gold.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Dissertation Organization

This dissertation consists of five research papers followed by a general summary and prospective.

Overview

The attractive properties of self-assembled monolayers including simple fabrication, stability, well-defined structures, and flexible synthetic modification have attracted enormous worldwide attention for the last decade. This interest is due largely from their potential and sometimes demonstrated use as models of organic interfaces.

The use of self-assembled monolayers is primarily controlled by their surface properties and reactivities which are dictated by the coverage, structure, dielectric, spatial orientation, and composition of these films. Therefore, it is essential to fully understand how these factors affect the surface properties and reactivities of these films. However, there is little work has been done in this regard. The main goal of this study is to probe these relationships between these factors and the surface properties of these films to construct desired materials more effectively.

Although it has been pointed out that the adsorption of thiolate monolayers on Au is a two-step process using the electrochemical quartz micro balance experiment and contact angle measurement, little work has been done concerning the details of this fundamental formation process.

In Paper I, the pH dependence of the electron transfer of ferricyanide at phenylcarboxylic acids and pyridylcarboxylic acids adsorbed at Pt electrodes is used to determine the surface pKₐ of the coatings. The results of this measurement, which relies on the change in the potential at the electrode reaction plane via adsorbate deprotonation, are compared to those from contact angle titrations. Unexpected
differences in the reactivity of the adsorbate (as opposed to their solution analogs) are discussed.

In Paper II, the formation of alkane and acid-terminated thiolate monolayers on gold is examined using infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS). The discovery of agostic bonds at 2903 cm$^{-1}$ due to the interaction between methylene groups and a bare Au surface based on the shift in energy of the $\nu_a(CH_2)$ from 2926 cm$^{-1}$ to 2903 cm$^{-1}$ and the absence of the agostic bond at 2903 cm$^{-1}$ on the Au surface which was pretreated with a sulfur monolayer is reported. The change in the orientation of the polymethylene chain as a function of coverage, which is based on the fact that the presence of the $\nu_s(CH_2)$ is at the expense of the amount of $\nu_a(CH_2)$, is described.

In Paper III, the coverage dependence of the amount of the non-hydrogen-bonded, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric, and the hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O groups of a 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{15}$SH) on Au monolayer, which is evidenced by the fact that decrease in peak area of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric $\nu(C=O)$ is almost equal to the total increase in peak area of the other two peaks, is studied with ellipsometry, IRRAS, contact angle measurements techniques.

In Paper IV, the surface pK$_a$ values of the non-hydrogen-bonded, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric, and the hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O groups of several carboxylic acid-terminated thiolate monolayers on Au are examined with IRRAS as a function of solution pH and calculated based on the pH where 50 % of the decreases in the peak areas of the corresponding $\nu(C=O)$ peaks.

In Paper V, the extent of esterification, $\theta$, of 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid on Au monolayers was examined and calculated based on the decrease in the IRRAS peak area of the $\nu(C=O)$ mode of the carboxylic acid or the increase in that of the $\nu(C=O)$ mode of the ester and on the increase in contact angles. The coverage-dependent rate constant of the surface esterification reaction is discussed.
PAPER I

ELECTRON TRANSFER OF FERRICYANIDE AT ORGANIC CARBOXYLIC ACIDS ON PLATINUM SURFACES
INTRODUCTION

Enormous attention has been paid to molecular films because they have many very promising properties for fundamental and technological applications. The component, structure and orientation of these films can affect their properties. In the densely-packed monolayer, each molecule experiences not only a highly concentrated but also well-organized environment. It is important to understand how these factors affect the properties of these films. In many instances, the reactivities of the immobilized species are markedly different from those of their solution analogs. The main focus of this study is to see how the pKa values of carboxylic acids tethered to Pt electrodes via aromatic moieties are affected upon immobilization. The other focus is to understand how the potential at the electrode double layer is changed due to the deprotonation of the carboxylic acid-terminated monolayer.

The packing density, structure, and orientation of a variety of aromatic species formed as monolayers at Pt have been extensively characterized by Hubbard and co-workers and other groups. All these properties are a function of the solution concentration and depend on the nature of molecules as well. The orientation of the aromatic ring of some aromatic molecules can be parallel or vertical to the Pt surfaces at low or high concentration, respectively. Some aromatic molecules can only form flat orientation. In this study, there are two different kinds of carboxylic acids studied: phenylcarboxylic acids and pyridylcarboxylic acids. The aromatic ring of phenylcarboxylic acids are oriented parallel to the Pt surface.

On the other hand, pyridylcarboxylic acids form stable monolayers on Pt surface and orient differently from phenylcarboxylic acids. Based on Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) data, the tilt angles of the aromatic rings of the nicotinic acid and isonicotinic acid on Pt were calculated to be 19° and 15° off the surface normal, respectively. The observed packing for the NA/Pt and INA/Pt were calculated to be $3.8 \times 10^{-10}$ mol/cm$^2$ and $4.2 \times 10^{-10}$ mol/cm$^2$, respectively. This provides a very good opportunity to see how the orientation and component affect the surface properties of monolayers.
In this paper, we report the results of a characterization of carboxylic acid functionalized monolayers (i.e. phenylcarboxylic acids: \( \text{C}_{6}\text{H}_5(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{COOH}, n = 0 \) to \( 3 \); pyridylcarboxylic acids: \( \text{C}_5\text{NH}_4(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{COOH}, n = 0,1 \)) at Pt using two techniques: electrochemistry, and contact angle measurements (CA). The electrochemical measurements relies on the influence of the change of the charge at the electrode reaction plane as a function of the pH-dependent ionization of the surface bond carboxylic acid groups. These changes are followed through measurements of the apparent heterogeneous electron-transfer rate constant of the solutionbases redox couple \( \text{Fe(CN)}_6^{4-/3} \). For comparison purposes, the ionization of these layers were monitored using CA. The effects of immobilization on reactivity are discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Electrode preparation

The 0.15-cm-diameter platinum electrodes (Bioanalytical System, West Lafayette, IN) and a 2” x 1” Pt foil (Engelhard Minerals & Chem. Corp., Carteret, NJ) were smoothed to a mirror-like finish using successively fine grades of wet emery paper, followed by slurries of 1.0, 0.3 and 0.05-mm diamond polishing compound (Buehler, Lake Forest, IL). Between each step, the electrodes were rinsed thoroughly with deionized water. The finial pretreatment step consisted of scanning the applied voltage at 100 mV/s repetitively between +1.2 and -0.2 V until a steady-state voltammetric response that exhibited the characteristic hydrogen adsorption/desorption and oxide formation/desorption fine structure was obtained (see Figure 1). Electrodes so prepared will be referred to simply as an uncoated platinum electrodes. An Ag/AgCl (sat’d) reference electrode and a Pt auxiliary electrode were used. All the potentials are reported with respect to this silver reference electrode.

The active surface of the platinum electrode was determined by the charge consumed in the hydrogen atom underpotential deposition region\(^\text{11}\). The voltammetric response of an electrode coated with a layer of adsorbed iodine provided the base line for charge integration\(^\text{11}\). A value of 210 mC/cm\(^2\) was used as representative for the monolayer coverage of hydrogen at polycrystalline platinum\(^\text{11}\). This analysis yielded a roughness factor, which is given as the active surface area divided by the geometric surface area, of 1.3 ± 0.1. The uncertainty of the roughness factor is based on repetitive testing of five separate electrodes using the described polishing and electrochemical pretreatment methods.

Monolayer preparation

The electrodes were coated with each of the aromatic moieties by terminating a voltammetric scan in 1.0 M H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) aqueous solution in the region of oxide formation. The electrode was disconnected from the potentiostat, and the electrolytic solution changed to a known volume of 1.0 M NaF solution (pH 3.0). After reconnection to the potentiostat, the voltage was stepped to
0.0 V. A small volume of concentrated adsorbate was then added to the
to solution with a micropipette to yield the targeted concentration. Film
formation was essentially complete within 5 min after injection, as indicated by
loss of the hydrogen underpotential deposition waves, longer adsorption times
were used for convenience. Over a ten minute time period, and uncoated
platinum-platinum electrode exhibited only a marginal loss (<5%) of in the
area of the electrode active toward hydrogen adsorption.

**Instrumentation and measurements**

**Electrochemistry**

A conventional three electrode electrochemical cell with a Luggin-
Harber capillary and a Cypress system CY-1 computer controlled potentiostat
(Cypress Systems Inc., Lawrence, KS) were used in all electrochemical
experiments.

The heterogeneous electron-transfer rate constant, \( k_{\text{app}} \), of ferri-
ferrocyanide at the monolayer-coated electrodes was determined by cyclic
voltammetry according to the method of Nicholson\(^3\). The working solution
were 1.0 mM ferrocyanide with 0.50 M K\(_2\)SO\(_4\) as the supporting electrolyte.

For the determinations, the following constants were used for the redox
couple: \( D_{\text{ox}} = 7.63 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s} \), \( D_{\text{red}} = 6.32 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s} \), \( \alpha = 0.5 \), and \( n = 1.0 \). With these constants and the separation of the cathodic and anodic peak
current potentials, \( k_{\text{app}} \) was calculated as \( k_{\text{app}} = 2.78 \times 10^{-2} \nu \psi^{1/2} \text{ (cm/s)} \), where
\( \nu \) is the scan rate and \( \psi \) was taken from a working curve\(^3\) or from a numerical
data\(^2\).

**Contact angles**

Advancing contact angles (\( \theta_a \)) were measured in air with 0.100 N of
HF/NaF aqueous buffer solutions as probe liquids by using a Rame-Hart
Model 100-00 115 goniometer. For these measurements, a 2.00 mL droplet
was formed on the substrate with the needle of the syringe in the droplet.
The value of \( \theta_a \) was determined as the volume of the droplet was slowly
increased. The standard deviation of these data is ~10%, a reflection of the
relatively small values of the contact angle.
Chemicals and reagents

All the organic compounds including benzoic acid (BA), 2-
phenylacetic acid (PAA), 3-phenylpropanoic acid (PPA), 4-phenylbutric
acid (PBA), isonicotinic acid (INA), nicotinic acid (NA), pyridylacetic acid
(PYAA) (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) and inorganic chemicals (Fisher
Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) were reagent grades and were used without
further purification. All solutions were prepared daily with purified water
from a Mili-Q system (Millipore, Bedford, MA). The pH was adjusted by
adding appropriate amount of H₂SO₄ or KOH. Solution were deoxygenated
by purging with high purity argon gas for 20 min prior to each
electrochemistry experiment and were kept under an argon atmosphere
during the experiments.
Characterization of monolayers

Figure 1 shows cyclic voltammograms for an electrochemically pretreated platinum electrode (solid curve) and for platinum electrodes coated by immersion of a platinum electrode in solution of different concentration of BA (dashed curves). The voltammograms were obtained by sweeping the voltage at 100 mV/s from +0.2 V to a lower limit of -0.2 V, to an upper limit of +1.5 V, and then returning to the initial voltage. The curve for the uncoated electrode exhibits both the hydrogen adsorption and desorption waves and the oxide formation and reduction waves characteristic of a platinum surface free of strongly bond organic adsorbates\textsuperscript{11}. The presence of adsorbed BA is evident by the loss of the hydrogen adsorption/desorption waves as well as by the anodic current that flows at large positive applied voltages (+1.3 V). The adsorbed layer blocks access to sites for hydrogen atom adsorption, and hinders the oxidation of the platinum surface. The broad anodic wave corresponds to oxidation of the surface-bonded layer. For all the acids, the charge under this anodic wave increases with increases in the concentration of the aromatic acids as shown in Figure 1.

The values for the oxidation charge were determined by integrating the charge passed at the coated electrode, from which the value over the same potential region of an uncoated electrode was subtracted. The oxidation charge density $Q_{ox}$ is calculated by dividing the value of the oxidation charge by the real electrode surface area which is equal to the geometric area of the electrode multiplied by the roughness factor (1.3). The dependencies of $Q_{ox}$ on the concentration of each of the aromatic acids are shown in Figure 2. In each instance, the value of $Q_{ox}$ increases as the adsorbate precursor concentration increases, reaching limiting values between 0.05 and 1.0 mM depending on the acids as shown in Table 1.

The apparent surface coverage for BA and the other adsorbed layers were estimated for the limiting values based the charge density, $Q_{ox}$, consumed during the anodic sweep in the voltammetry experiments. The values of $Q_{ox}$ for BA, PAA, PPA, and PBA at saturation coverages on platinum are $8.2 \times 10^{-4}$, $9.5 \times 10^{-4}$, $9.7 \times 10^{-4}$, and $7.9 \times 10^{-4}$ C/cm$^2$. 
Figure 1. Cyclic voltammograms of a clean Pt electrode (solid curve) and the BA/Pt electrodes adsorbed in $2.0 \times 10^{-6}$ M, $1.0 \times 10^{-5}$ M, and $1.5 \times 10^{-4}$ M BA solution for 5 min (dashed curves) in 1.0 N $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$ aqueous solution at 100 mV/s scan rate.
Figure 2. The $Q_{ox}$ of BA, PAA, PPA, and PBA on platinum electrode as a function of $-\log$ concentration.
Table 1. Oxidative stripping charge density ($Q_{ox}$), and saturation surface coverage estimates experimental ($\Gamma_{ox}$) and theoretical ($\Gamma_{calc}$) at limiting concentrations of aromatic acid layers at platinum electrodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>adsorbate precursor</th>
<th>$Q_{ox} \times 10^4$ (C/cm$^2$)</th>
<th>$n_{ox}$</th>
<th>$\Gamma_{ox} \times 10^{10}$ (mol/cm$^2$)</th>
<th>$\Gamma_{calc} \times 10^{10}$ (mol/cm$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>8.2 ± 10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAA</td>
<td>9.5 ± 10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA</td>
<td>9.7 ± 10</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBA</td>
<td>7.9 ± 10</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
respectively with an error bar of $0.1 \times 10^{-4}$ C/cm$^2$. Saturation coverages, $\Gamma_{ox}$, from these measurements are calculated as

$$\Gamma_{ox} = \frac{Q_{ox}}{n_{ox}} F$$

where $n_{ox}$ is the number of electrons required to oxidize the adsorbed layer exhaustively to CO$_2$ (e.g., C$_6$H$_5$CO$_2$H + 12 H$_2$O $\rightarrow$ 7 CO$_2$ + 30 H$^{+}$ + 30 e$^{-}$), F is the Faraday$^{17}$. In addition to the exhaustive electrolysis to CO$_2$, there are two further assumptions: 1) the adsorbate orientation and/or mode of attachment is constant over the concentration range studied; and 2) the composition of the adsorbate is the same. The limitation of this approach have been examined in depth by Hubbard and co-workers$^{19}$; our intent, however, is to use this as a qualitative indicator of coverage and orientation. The errors in measurement arise from the assumption that oxidation of adsorbed species always proceeds completely to CO$_2$. Complete conversion of adsorbed aromatics occurs only for flat-adsorbed molecules. In other words, this method cannot be applied to the edge-adsorbed molecules because these adsorbed molecules cannot be oxidized exhaustively to CO$_2$. However, this method can be used to differentiate a flat-adsorbed molecule from an edge-adsorbed molecule.

The values of $\Gamma_{ox}$ for BA, PAA, PPA, and PBA are $2.8 \times 10^{-10}$, $2.8 \times 10^{-10}$, $2.4 \times 10^{-10}$, and $1.7 \times 10^{-10}$ mol/cm$^2$, respectively. The results of the coverage analyses are listed in Table 1 along with coverage calculated for the closest-packed model structures for each adsorbate, $\Gamma_{calc}$. The values for $\Gamma_{calc}$ were determined based on a fully extended alkyl chain with the plane of the aromatic ring oriented parallel to the Pt surface, i.e. in the $\eta 6$ orientation$^{6,37,38}$. The $\Gamma$ for the closest-packed model structures with the plane of the aromatic ring oriented vertical to the Pt surface is not used because its value ($\sim 7.0 \times 10^{-10}$ mol/cm$^2$) is $\sim 3$ times larger than the experimental values. From Table 1, the values of $\Gamma_{ox}$ for BA, PAA, and PPA are in good agreement with the corresponding $\Gamma_{calc}$ values. This suggests that the BA, PAA, and PPA form closest-packed monolayers with the aromatic rings oriented parallel to the Pt surface. The $\Gamma_{ox}$ value for PBA is, however, much less than the corresponding $\Gamma_{calc}$ value, precluding an orientation analysis.
The difference in the $\Gamma_{\text{ox}}$ and $\Gamma_{\text{calc}}$ values for PBA is possibly due to the incomplete oxidation of long alkyl chain\textsuperscript{19}. For the purposes of our discussion, we will nevertheless assume that the aromatic ring for PBA is oriented parallel to the Pt surface.

On the other hand, pyridylcarboxylic acid monolayers on platinum electrodes are oriented with the aromatic ring almost vertical to the Pt surface. As shown by Hubbard and co-workers, rings with a vertical orientation cannot be fully oxidized electrochemically before the occurrence of the strong oxygen evolution wave. This prohibits the same coverage analysis for all pyridylcarboxylic acids on platinum electrodes. Therefore, the packing densities of the INA of ($4.2 \times 10^{-10}$ mol/cm$^2$) and NA ($3.8 \times 10^{-10}$ mol/cm$^2$) monolayers on platinum electrodes calculated by Hubbard and co-workers\textsuperscript{30} were used in this study.

**Electrochemical characterization of acid-base reactivity**

To probe the acid-base chemistry of these monolayers, the pH dependence of the apparent heterogeneous rate constant ($k_{\text{app}}$) for ferricyanide redox couple ($\text{Fe(CN)}_6^{4+/3-}$) in solution pH was monitored. The underlying basis of this approach relies on the effect of the build up of a negative charge at the electrode surface as the carboxylic acid ionized as the solution pH increases. Values of $k_{\text{app}}$ was calculated based on the difference in potential of the anodic and cathodic peak currents from cyclic voltammograms\textsuperscript{33,35,36}.(see experimental section) Figure 3 presents a portion of such data at an INA/Pt, which is summarized in Table 2. As expected, the peak separation increases as the solution pH increases, indicative of a decrease in $k_{\text{app}}$.

Plots of $k_{\text{app}}$ for the redox couple at BA/Pt, PAA/Pt, PPA/Pt and PAA/Pt electrodes as a function of solution pH are shown in Figure 4. At low pH, the values of $k_{\text{app}}$ at BA/Pt, PAA/Pt, and PPA/Pt are almost the same but that at PBA/Pt is slightly smaller. This indicates that the thicknesses of BA/Pt, PAA/Pt, and PPA/Pt monolayers are similar. In contrast, the lower value of $k_{\text{app}}$ for the PBA/Pt monolayer is indicative of a slightly thicker film as dictated by the electron tunneling i.e. the greater the thickness of the adsorbed monolayer the larger the decrease in $k_{\text{app}}$. In other words, the structural
Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms of 1.0 mM ferricyanide at a INA/Pt electrode in 1.0 N K$_2$SO$_4$ solution at pH 3.7 (curve A), pH 4.4 (curve B), pH 4.8 (curve C), and pH 5.4 (curve D).
Table 2. The peak separation ($\Delta E_{\text{peak}}$) and $k_{\text{app}}$ for ferricyanide at INA/Pt as a function of solution pH and scan rate ($v$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{peak}}$ (mV)</th>
<th>pH=2.20</th>
<th>pH=3.72</th>
<th>pH=4.40</th>
<th>pH=5.40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$v$ (V/s) = 5</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$ (V/s) = 3</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$ (V/s) = 2</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$ (V/s) = 1</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{\text{app}}$ (cm/s)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4. The $k_{app}$ of ferricyanide at the BA/Pt, PAA/Pt, PPA/Pt, and PBA/Pt electrodes as a function of solution pH.
differences between the BA/Pt, PAA/Pt, PPA/Pt and the PBA/Pt monolayers led to differences in the plane of closest approach for ferricyanide. This is consistent with our interpretation of coverage analysis data as discussed early. The values of $k_{pp}$ of ferricyanide at both BA/Pt and PAA/Pt are constant within the pH window studied while those at PAA/Pt and PBA/Pt decrease with increasing solution pH. The $k_{pp}$ values at control monolayers (i.e. these without an acidic functional group, like pyridine and benzene) exhibit no observable dependence on pH as shown in Figure 5. Importantly, the transition in the $k_{pp}$ values spans ~3 decade in hydrogen ion concentration, diagnostic of the deprotonation of an acidic functional group. Since it has been demonstrated that the carboxylic acid groups of benzoic acid can form a carboxylate-Pt bond at these electrode and effectively lose any acid-base chemistry at this site, we should lose acid-base reactivity. Since the $k_{pp}$ of ferricyanide at BA/Pt and PAA/Pt are the same as that at protonated PPA/Pt, it is unlikely that both BA/Pt and PAA/Pt exist in their basic forms at low solution pH. In other words, if both BA/Pt and PAA/Pt monolayers were strong acids because of immobilization, then $k_{pp}$ would be lower than observed at low pH (see below). More evidence and more discussion will be provided later in support our conclusion and make one believe that the carbonyl of both BA/Pt and PAA/Pt monolayers are inactive.

Plots of $k_{pp}$ of ferricyanide at INA/Pt, NA/Pt, and PYAA/Pt electrodes as a function of solution pH are shown in Figure 6. In each plot, there is a titration curve centered at around pH 4. Since PYAA/Pt should have the largest film thickness, ferricyanide should as before have the smallest $k_{pp}$ at PYAA/Pt. The thicknesses differences of the INA and NA monolayers are probably too small to influence these data to an observable extent. This curve has a very similar shape to the one found by using IRRAS (see below). We therefore attribute the decreases in $k_{pp}$ to the deprotonation process.

The $k_{pp}$ values of ferricyanide are smaller at pyridylcarboxylic acids monolayers than that at PYR/Pt because the thicknesses of the foamer are thicker than that of the latter which does not have the carboxylic acid group at all as shown in Figure 4. Notice, the $k_{pp}$ values of ferricyanide at PYR/Pt is
Figure 5. The $k_{\text{app}}$ of ferricyanide at the BEN/Pt electrode as a function of solution pH.
Figure 6. The $k_{app}$ of ferricyanide at the NA/Pt, INA/Pt, PYAA/Pt, and PYR/Pt electrodes as a function of solution pH.
independent with solution pH.

The $k_{app}$ values of ferricyanide are smaller at pyridylcarboxylic acids monolayers than that at phenylcarboxylic acids monolayers because the thickness of the former is thicker than the that of the latter as a result of different orientation as shown in Figures 4 and 6.

The $\Delta k_{app}$ is greater at phenylcarboxylic acids monolayers than that at phenylcarboxylic acids monolayers mainly because the latter has lower packing density of carboxylic acid groups and has inactive carboxylic acid groups as well.

The basis of the observed data are caused by a change in the potential at the reaction plane which can cause a change in $k_{app}$. For acid-terminated monolayers, the potential at the reaction plane becomes negative upon deprotonation. The electrostatic repulsion between ferricyanide and the acid-terminated surface upon deprotonation discourage the electron transfer rate of ferricyanide. This decrease in $k_{app}$ is a consequence of the Frumkin effect\textsuperscript{40-52} through a change in the potential in the reaction plane and is examined in detail in the next section.

**Potential change at the reaction plane**

The potential at the reaction plane, $\phi_r$, in a heterogeneous electron transfer process will decrease as a result of the increase in the amount of negative charges from the carboxylate group generated by the deprotonation of the carboxylic acid group. The decrease in $\phi_r$ causes the decrease in the rate constant of ferricyanide which has negative charge as well. The change in $\phi_r$ can be calculated based on the following equation from Frumkin\textsuperscript{31}

$$\Delta \ln(k_{app}) = (\alpha - z)(F/RT)(\Delta \phi_r)$$

where $\alpha$ is the electron transfer coefficient, $z$ is the apparent charge on the redox species, and $F$, $R$, and $T$ have their conventional meanings. A value of -2 instead of -3 is used for $z$ because of the almost complete association between $K^+$ and $\text{Fe(CN)}_6^{4/-3}$. A value of 0.5 is used for $\alpha$\textsuperscript{53}. From the data in Table 3, these changes in $\phi_r$ for BA/Pt, PAA/Pt, PPA/Pt, PBA/Pt, NA/Pt,
Table 3. The ratio of $k$ of ferricyanide at pH 2 ($k_{app2}$) to that at pH6 ($k_{app6}$), the potential change at reaction plane ($\Delta \phi_r$) and the theoretical potential change ($\Delta \phi_{theo}$) due to deprotonation, and the ratio of these two values for the following monolayers on platinum electrodes: BA/Pt, PAA/Pt, PPA/Pt, PBA/Pt, INA/Pt, and NA/Pt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>monolayers</th>
<th>$k_{app2}/k_{app6}$</th>
<th>$\Delta \phi_r$ (V)</th>
<th>$\Delta \phi_{theo}$ (V)</th>
<th>$\Delta \phi_r/\Delta \phi_{theo}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BA/Pt</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.875</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAA/Pt</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.854</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA/Pt</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>-0.00525</td>
<td>-0.742</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBA/Pt</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>-0.00500</td>
<td>-0.717</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INA/Pt</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>-0.0211</td>
<td>-1.76</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA/Pt</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>-0.0198</td>
<td>-1.59</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INA/Pt and PYAA/Pt from low to high pH were calculated to be 0.00 mV, 0.00 mV, -5.25 mV, -5.00 mV, -19.8 mV, -21.11 mV and -20.0 mV, respectively (see Table 3).

The theoretical $\Delta \phi_T$ values can be calculated using the following equation

$$\Delta \phi_{\text{theo}} = \chi \Gamma F/c$$

where $\chi$, $\Gamma$, and $c$ are the molar fraction of carboxylate, the packing density, and the capacitance (a value of 23 $\mu$F/cm$^2$ for all except a value of 31 $\mu$F/cm$^2$ for BA/Pt, PAA, and PPA/Pt$^{31,54}$), respectively. Since there is no coverage data available for PYAA/Pt, there is no way of calculating the theoretical change in $\phi_T$ for PYAA/Pt. The theoretical change in $\phi_T$ for BA/Pt, PAA/Pt, PPA/Pt, PBA/Pt, INA/Pt, and NA/Pt were calculated to be -0.875 V, -0.854 V, -0.742 V, -0.717 V, -1.76 V, and -1.59 V, respectively. Therefore, the observed $\Delta \phi$ values for PPA/Pt, PBA/Pt, INA/Pt and NA/Pt are significantly smaller than theoretical prediction. (see Table 3)

Other than the difference in the packing density, the difference in $\Delta \phi_T$ mainly is a result of the difference in orientation of monolayers. The carboxylic acid groups of both BA/Pt and PAA/Pt are so close to the Pt surface that all the acid groups form carboxylate-Pt bonds which do not have any acid-base functionality at all. The carboxylic acid groups of PPA/Pt and PBA/Pt are not quite far away from the Pt surface so that part of them are bonded to Pt surface and the rest are in acidic form. To the extreme, the carboxylic acid groups of INA/Pt, NA/Pt, and PYAA/Pt are completely away from Pt surface and therefore all of them are in acidic form. The results clearly demonstrates that the orientation of the monolayers can influence the properties of the films substantially.

The $k_{\text{app}}$ of ferricyanide as a function of solution pH for PPA/Pt, PBA/Pt, INA/Pt, and NA/Pt can be fitted with the same percentage of the theoretical $\Delta \phi_T$ values well as shown in Figures 7-10. With only ~1% of the theoretical value, the $\Delta \phi_T$ is most likely due to the screening effect of the
Figure 7. The $k_{app}$ of ferricyanide at the PPA/Pt electrode (open circle) and calculated $k_{app}$ using 0.71 % of the theoretical $\Delta \phi$ value (solid line) as a function of solution pH.
Figure 8. The $k_{app}$ of ferricyanide at the PBA/Pt electrode (open circle) and calculated $k_{app}$ using 0.70 % of the theoretical $\Delta \phi$ value (solid line) as a function of solution pH.
Figure 9. The $k_{app}$ of ferricyanide at the INA/Pt electrode (open circle) and calculated $k_{app}$ using 1.2% of the theoretical $\Delta \phi$ value (solid line) as a function of solution pH.
Figure 10. The $k_{app}$ of ferricyanide at the NA/Pt electrode (open circle) and calculated $k_{app}$ using 1.2% of the theoretical $\Delta \phi$ value (solid line) as a function of solution pH.
counter ions at the reaction plane because of the COO' group\textsuperscript{51,55} i.e. most of
the negative charges at the electrode are screened by K\textsuperscript{+} and H\textsubscript{2}O.

**Determination of pK\textsubscript{a} using electrochemistry methods**

Since the decrease in \( k\textsubscript{app} \) is associated with deprotonation process, it is possible to calculate the pK\textsubscript{a} for these monolayers on Pt from the \( k\textsubscript{app} \) vs. pH plot. The pK\textsubscript{a} values for PPA/Pt, PBA/Pt, INA/Pt, NA/Pt and PAA/Pt were calculated based on this plot by using equation (1) at 50 \% of theoretical \( \Delta\phi_r \) values to be 3.5± 0.3, 5.3± 0.3, 3.9± 0.3, 4.8 ± 0.3 , and 4.3 ± 0.4, respectively. To make sure that this decrease in \( k\textsubscript{app} \) is only due to deprotonation process, the same kind of experiments were studied at PYR/Pt electrodes and the result is shown in Figure 6. Constant \( k\textsubscript{app} \) values of these non-acid-terminated monolayers confirm the previous conclusion. These pK\textsubscript{a} values are slightly higher than that of the corresponding precursors in water except PPA/Pt. The decrease in pK\textsubscript{a} for PPA/Pt is most likely due to the electron withdrawing effect of the aromatic ring when coupled to Pt.

**Determination of pK\textsubscript{a} using IRRAS**

The IRRAS spectra in Figure 11 are the low energy spectra of INA/Pt as a function of solution pH. Obviously, the peak intensity of \( v(C=O) \) decreases with increasing solution pH while that of \( v\textsubscript{s}(COO-) \) peak at 1389 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and the \( v\textsubscript{a}(COO-) \) at 1520 cm\textsuperscript{-1} increase with increase in solution pH. Notice that the \( v(C-O) \) at 1181 cm\textsuperscript{-1} decreases with increase in solution pH.

The complete disappearance of the peak at 1181 cm\textsuperscript{-1} at high solution pH proves that this peak is the \( v(C-O) \) mode only without anything else as cited in literature\textsuperscript{30}.

The peak areas of \( v(C=O) \), \( v\textsubscript{s}(COO-) \),and \( v(C-O) \) are shown in Figure 12. The peak area of non-hydrogen-bonded \( v(C=O) \) starts to decrease at very low pH and has a transition of \( \sim 3 \) pH units. The peak area of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O starts to decrease at pH \( \sim 3.5 \) with a transition range of 6 pH units. The pK\textsubscript{a} values calculated from the reflection
Figure 11. IRRAS spectra in the low energy region for INA/Pt at 80° degree of incident angle from the surface as a function of solution pH.
Figure 12. The IRRAS peaks at 1760 cm\(^{-1}\), 1740 cm\(^{-1}\), 1389 cm\(^{-1}\), and 1181 cm\(^{-1}\) of INA/Pt at 80° degree of incident angle from the surface as a function of solution pH.
point of the curves for non-hydrogen-bonded and hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O groups are 3.8 and 6.0, respectively. The pK_a value of non-hydrogen-bonded C=O is almost the same as that of the adsorbate precursor in water (3.44)\textsuperscript{56}. On the other hand, the pK_a of hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O group is higher than that of the adsorbate precursor in water by 2.56 pH units. The calculated pK_a value for NA/Pt is listed in Table 4 for comparison as well.

Interestingly, the change in the peak area of v(C-O) not only has a reflection point the same as the pK_a of non-hydrogen-bonded C=O group but also has the same trend as non-hydrogen-bonded C=O group. This suggests that the v(C-O) mode observed at 1181 cm\textsuperscript{-1} is associated with non-hydrogen-bonded C=O group rather the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O group. This implies that the spatial orientation of non-hydrogen-bonded C=O group is quite different from that of hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O group. It is strange that there is not much of the amount of COO- until pH 4. In fact the peak area of the COO- increases from ~0.01 at pH 4 to ~0.07 at pH 10. This suggests that the orientation of the v_\text{a}(COO-) dipole from the non-hydrogen-bonded C=O group is more parallel to the Pt surface than that from the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O group.

**Determination of pK_a using contact angle measurements**

Contact angle measurements have long been used to probe wettability\textsuperscript{57}. Recently, this method was used to “titrate” acidity of polymers\textsuperscript{58} and carboxylic acid monolayers\textsuperscript{59} structure and metal oxides\textsuperscript{60}. The basis of a contact angle measurement is based on the Young equation\textsuperscript{61}.

\[
\gamma_{SV} - \gamma_{SL} = \gamma_{LV} \cos \theta \tag{3}
\]

where \(\gamma_{SV}\) and \(\gamma_{LV}\) are the respective solid and liquid surface tensions in equilibrium with the saturated liquid vapor, \(\gamma_{SL}\) is the surface tension between solid and liquid, and \(\theta\) is the contact angle between liquid and solid. Since changes in both \(\gamma_{SV}\) and \(\gamma_{LV}\) with pH are relatively small, it follows that decreases in \(\theta\) with pH reflect an increase in \(\gamma_{SL}\)\textsuperscript{60}. This is the
Table 4. The $pK_a$ values of BA/Pt, PAA/Pt, PPA/Pt, PBA/Pt, INA/Pt, NA/Pt and PAA/Pt monolayers based on IRRAS, electrochemistry (ECHEM) and contact angle (CA) measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pK_a</th>
<th>IRRAS$^a$</th>
<th>ECHEM$^a$</th>
<th>CA$^a$</th>
<th>aqueous solution value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BA/Pt</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>4.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAA/Pt</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA/Pt</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBA/Pt</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INA/Pt</td>
<td>3.8, 6.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.75$^d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA/Pt</td>
<td>3.9, 6.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.44$^d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAA/Pt</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.88$^d$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The standard deviation for IRRAS, ECHEM, and CA data are 0.3, 0.3, and 0.4 pK units, respectively.

$^b$No detectable spectroscopic signal.

$^c$The contact angle at low pH is low for titration.

$^d$Refer to reference 56.
basis of the "contact angle titration" measurement.

The following presents results from using this technique to characterize three of our reactive monolayers samples (i.e. NA/Pt, INA/Pt, and PAA/Pt) and a control sample (PYR/Pt); the low surface tension of other monolayers precludes this characterization. As with the IRRAS data, these measurements were performed for methods verification. The contact angles of water at NA/Pt, INA/Pt, PAA/Pt, and PYR/Pt as a function of pH are shown in Figures 13-15. As can been seen, the contact angles of water at NA/Pt, INA/Pt, and PAA/Pt decrease upon increases in pH. This is due to progressive ionization of the carboxylic acid functionalities, which more and more amount of the carboxylate groups which have higher surface energy than that of carbonyl groups upon deprotonation\(^ {58,59}\). As expected, PYR/Pt does not show any change as shown in Figure 16.

It is possible to calculate pK\(_a\) of these acid on Pt surface based on the relationship between \(\cos\theta_a\) and solution pH. The pK\(_a\) values of INA/Pt, NA/Pt and PAA/Pt surface, which were calculated at 50 % of the total change in \(\cos\theta_a\), were found to be 4.0 ± 0.4, 4.7 ± 0.4, and 4.6 ± 0.4, respectively. (see Table 4)

**Comparison of pK\(_a\) values**

The pK\(_a\) values of NA/Pt, INA/Pt and PAA/Pt have been calculated by using IRRAS, cyclic voltammetry and contact angle measurements and are listed in Table 4. Although the standard deviations of these values are a little large because of experiment difficulties, it is possible to make some comparisons from these values.

Owing to too weak IRRAS signals of PAA/Pt, there is no pK\(_a\) value available for PAA/Pt from IRRAS data. The pK\(_a\) values of pyridylcarboxylic acids in water are calculated values\(^ {57}\) instead of the dissociation constants because these acids are zwitterionic. From IRRAS data, both NA/Pt and INA/Pt monolayers have two pK\(_a\) values. The pK\(_a\) values for non-hydrogen-bonded C=O group are almost the same as that in water. On the other hand, the pK\(_a\) values for dimeric hydrogen-bonded C=O group for NA/Pt and INA/Pt are higher than that in water by ~2.5 pH.
Figure 13. The $\cos \theta_a$ of water on the INA/Pt surface as a function of solution pH.
Figure 14. The $\cos \theta_a$ of water on the NA/Pt as a function of solution pH.
Figure 15. The \( \cos \theta_a \) of water on the PYAA/Pt as a function of solution pH.
Figure 16. The $\cos \theta_a$ of water on the PYR/Pt as a function of solution pH.
units. This strongly suggests that the decrease in the acidity of both INA/Pt and NA/Pt is primly due to the presence of the hydrogen bonding but not the low dielectric environment.

Both electrochemistry and contact angle measurements can only provide the overall acidity and give almost the same pKₐ values for INA/Pt, NA/Pt, and PAA/Pt. All these INA/Pt, NA/Pt, and PAA/Pt monolayers have higher pKₐ values than that of corresponding precursor in water by ~0.2, ~1.3, ~0.6 pH units, respectively. In other words, deprotonation process of these pyridylcarboxylic acid on Pt surfaces is more difficult than in water due to the existence of hydrogen bonding.
CONCLUSIONS

Self-assembly monolayers of short methylene phenylcarboxylic acids on Pt can form the closest-packed structure with the rings and methylene groups oriented parallel to the Pt surface that can be exhaustively oxidized to CO₂ and H₂O electrochemically. Unlike phenylcarboxylic acids, pyridylcarboxylic acids are bonded to Pt surface through nitrogen rather the aromatic rings and have the ring oriented almost perpendicular to the surface. This makes pyridylcarboxylic acid monolayers on Pt more difficult to be oxidized electrochemically than aromatic acid monolayers on Pt.

Deprotonation of all these acids on Pt electrodes causes 0 % to 40 % and 85% decrease in the heterogeneous electron transfer rate of ferricyanide at phenylcarboxylic acids coated Pt electrodes and pyridylcarboxylic acids coated Pt electrodes, respectively. The changes in the potential at the reaction plane are about 0 mV to -5 mV and -20 mV for phenylcarboxylic acid coated Pt electrodes and pyridylcarboxylic acids coated Pt electrodes, respectively. The observed $\Delta \phi_r$ values due to deprotonation for PPA/Pt and PBA/Pt are only 0.7 % of the theoretical values and that for INA/Pt and NA/Pt are only 1.2 % due to the screening effect of the electrolyte and water. No change in $\phi_r$ was observed for BA/Pt and PAA/Pt electrodes because both BA and PAA lose the carboxylic acid groups upon immobilization onto Pt surfaces.

INA, NA, PYAA become weaker acids mainly because of the formation of hydrogen bond while PPA becomes a stronger acid because of the electron withdrawing nature of the aromatic ring.
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PAPER II

INFRARED REFLECTION ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF
THE TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF THE STRUCTURE OF
ALKANE THIOLATE MONOLAYERS ON GOLD
INTRODUCTION

The high stability, well-ordered, densely-packed structure, simple fabrication process, and very flexible modification of the self-assembled monolayers on gold have attracted worldwide attention. As a consequence, the study of the properties and construction of the self-assembled thiol monolayers on gold has grown enormously in recent years\textsuperscript{1-3}.

Porter and co-workers used infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS), ellipsometry and contact angle measurements to demonstrate that the tilt angle is 30° with twist angle of 50° and there is a odd-even chain-length-dependent orientation of the methyl group which provides the best evidence of a conserved Au-S-C bond angle of the thiolate on Au monolayers\textsuperscript{4-6}. Monolayers have a well ordered pattern of $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ R30° with 5.0 Å separation to the nearest neighbor from STM images\textsuperscript{7,8}. The packing density calculated from the electrochemical reduction desorption data of these is 8.0 x 10\textsuperscript{-10} mol/cm\textsuperscript{2} on Au/mica annealed at 300°C assuming roughness factor of 1.2\textsuperscript{9}. This supports the $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ R30° structure with 30° tilt angle from the surface normal. The loss of the mercapto hydrogen and formation of a gold alkanethiolate was concluded\textsuperscript{9}.

Nuzzo and co-workers have used low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and concluded that these monolayers have a $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ R30° with a 4.99 Å value for the distance between the nearest neighbor structure\textsuperscript{10}. These molecular architecture is adopted independent of the chain length or chain-terminating group and the tilt angle is ~30° with twist angle of 52° which implies that the gold surface-sulfur-carbon bond angle is near 120°\textsuperscript{11}.

Whitesides and co-worker have shown that the distance between the nearest neighbor is 4.97 ± 0.05 Å by transmission electron diffraction spectroscopy\textsuperscript{12}. Bain and Whitesides have studied the wetting properties of a series of ethers of the form HS(CH\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{16}O(CH\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{n}CH\textsubscript{3}, where n varied from 0 to 5. They found that when n was >1 the surface properties of these material were identical to those of the pure n-alkane thiol monolayers\textsuperscript{13}. This has demonstrated that these monolayers are sufficiently densely packed so that the
surface properties measured are only those of the top layer but not those of the underlying polymethylene chains.

Pemberton and co-worker have used surface Raman scattering spectroscopy (SERS) and shown that the H in H-S bond is gone when the molecule adsorbed, the C-S bond is largely parallel to the surface at Au. The S-C bond at 630 cm\(^{-1}\) is gauche mode, 700 cm\(^{-1}\) is trans mode. Gauche mode decreases with immersion time but small amount of gauche still exists due to defects in the film at grain boundaries on the polycrystalline Au surface. They calculated the tilt angle of 30° and twist angle of ca. 45°.\(^{14}\)

Grunze and co-workers have calculated the tilt angle of these monolayers is ~35° by second harmonic generation spectroscopy\(^{15}\), and near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS)\(^{16,17}\).

Shimazu and co-workers have used the electrochemical quartz micro balance and demonstrated that the number of adsorbed thiol molecules, 2.6 x 10\(^{14}\) molecules/cm\(^2\), estimated from the frequency change, suggests the formation of a monolayer of this thiol. This number agrees well with that calculated from the electrochemical charge associated with oxidation/reduction of the monolayer, 2.4 x 10\(^{14}\) molecules/m\(^2\) for ferrocenylundecanethiol\(^{18}\).

Klein and co-workers have used molecular dynamics calculations to demonstrate that these monolayers form a hugely corrugated yet dense surface phase with the chain cant toward the next-nearest neighbor\(^{19,20}\). The monolayers must be densely packed at 300° K with few gauche defects. The defects that exist are concentrated near the chain terminal\(^{21}\).

Ulman and co-workers have used molecular dynamics calculation and suggested that the tilt angle should be 30° for n-alkane thiol monolayers on Au\(^{22}\).

Chidsey and co-workers have used helium diffraction technique and shown that the difference between the azimuths of maximum intensity for the (-1, -1) and (n, 0) diffraction peaks is 30°, as would be expected for oriented domains of hexagonally packed adsorbates. The resulting lattice has a distance between the nearest neighbor of 5.01 ± 0.02 Å. Shorter chains give the same lattice constant but weaker diffraction, and the domains appear to be much less well oriented.\(^{23}\).
Although there are a few studies on the formation of these monolayers with a finding of a two-step processes including a Langmuirian kinetic model, little work has been done concerning the details of this very fundamental adsorption process. In this study, the formation and the orientation of a 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (HO₂C(CH₂)₁₅SH) and a n-octadecanethiol monolayers on Au were characterized using IRRAS as a function of immersion time. The discovery of agostic bonds at 2903 cm⁻¹ due to the interaction between methylene groups and a bare Au surface based on the shift in energy of the ν₆(CH₂) and the absence of the agostic bond at 2903 cm⁻¹ on the Au surface which was pretreated with a sulfur monolayer is reported as well.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Substrate preparation

Electrodes were prepared by the resistive evaporation of 15 nm of chromium, followed by 300 nm of gold, onto 3 inch by 1 inch glass substrates. The temperature during the evaporation, measured at the plate supporting the substrates, increased to \(\sim 50\)° C as a result of radiative heating by the evaporation source. The evaporation rates were 0.2 and 0.5 nm/s for chromium and gold, respectively. The pressure in a cryopumped E360A Edwards Coating System during evaporation was \(<9 \times 10^{-5}\) Pa. After \(\sim 45\) min cooling time, the evaporator was back-filled with purified N\(_2\). The substrates were then removed, analyzed by optical ellipsometry for the determination of the optical functions of the uncoated substrates, and immersed in the thiol-containing solution.

The surfaces of the uncoated gold electrodes have been characterized previously at both a macroscopic and microscopic level using scanning tunneling microscopy and electrochemical measurements of surface texture and surface area. Macroscopically, the STM images show that the electrode surface is composed of atomically-terraced crystallites \(\sim 25\) nm in diameter. The electrodes have a roughness factor of \(\sim 1.3\), which is given as the surface area determined from the oxidative desorption of iodine divided by the geometric electrode area.

Monolayer preparation

Thiolate monolayers were prepared by their spontaneous adsorption onto the evaporated gold from 1.00 \(\times\) \(10^{-6}\) M solutions in absolute ethanol for different periods of immersion time and rinsed successively with absolute ethanol and hexane, and dried under a stream of prepurified N\(_2\).

Ellipsometric measurements of film thickness

The thicknesses of the monolayers were determined by optical ellipsometry at 632.8 nm in two steps with a computer-interfaced Gaertner Model L-116B ellipsometer. The angle of incidence was 70° from the surface normal. Upon removal from the evaporation chamber, the analyzer and
polarizer angles for a reflected light beam from each uncoated substrate were measured on at least three different spots. The average complex refractive index for each substrate was then calculated with a two phase parallel layer model from classical electromagnetic theory. After monolayer formation, each sample was again analyzed and the film thickness calculated from a three-phase parallel layer model, using the average complex refractive index of the individual sample and a real refractive index of 1.45 for the film. A value of 1.45, which is representative of the adsorbate precursors, facilitates comparison with thickness data that has been reported for a variety of monolayers. The influence of several refinements on this treatment of ellipsometric data have been recently discussed.

**Infrared spectroscopy**

Infrared reflection absorption spectra (IRRAS) were acquired with a Nicolet 740 spectrometer. Spectra of the monolayers were obtained in a single reflection mode by using p-polarized light incident at 82° from the surface normal and a liquid nitrogen cooled HgCdTe detector. A home-built sample holder was used to position the substrates reproducibly in the sample chamber of the spectrometer. The spectrometer was purged with boil-off from liquid N₂. Spectra were obtained by referencing 1024 sample scans to 1024 background scans at 2 cm⁻¹ resolution (zero filled) with Happ-Genzel apodization. All spectra are reported as \(-\log(R/R₀)\), where \(R\) is the reflectance of the coated substrate and \(R₀\) is that of a reference Au substrate. The reference substrates were prepared by immersion of an uncoated gold substrate into \(~1\) mM ethanolic solution of octadecanethiol-d₃₇ for 24 hours.

**Chemicals and reagents**

The 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (HO₂C(CH₂)₁₅SH) (MHA) was synthesized in this group and characterized with IR and NMR. All other reagents including n-octadecanethiol (ODT) were obtained from Aldrich and used as received. Aqueous solutions were freshly prepared from water purified by passage through a Milli-Q purification system (Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**IRRAS spectra as a function of immersion time**

**MHA/Au**

At low coverage, MHA/Au has only one observable $\nu_a$(CH$_2$) mode at 2903 cm$^{-1}$ with no $\nu_s$(CH$_2$) observed as shown in Figure 1. The absence of the $\nu_a$(CH$_3$,ip), $\nu_s$(CH$_3$,FR$_1$), and $\nu_s$(CH$_3$,FR$_2$) modes at 2965 cm$^{-1}$, 2936 cm$^{-1}$, and cm$^{-1}$, respectively, confirms the formation of the acid-terminated monolayer. The absence of the $\nu_s$(CH$_2$) and the presence of the $\nu_a$(CH$_2$) strongly suggests that all the polymethylene groups must lie on the Au surface in order to have the $\nu_s$(CH$_2$) dipole parallel to the Au surface and the $\nu_a$(CH$_2$) perpendicular to the Au surface at the same time. The peak at 2903 cm$^{-1}$ increases with increases in coverage and starts to decrease at high coverage where the $\nu_a$(CH$_2$) and $\nu_s$(CH$_2$) modes start to appear at 2926 cm$^{-1}$ and 2860 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. These two $\nu$(CH$_2$) peaks increase in peak area to a certain point where the peak at 2903 cm$^{-1}$ totally disappear and decrease in peak area with decreases in peak frequency.

Figure 2 shows the IRRAS spectra in the low energy region of a MHA/Au as a function of immersion time. Peaks found at 1380 cm$^{-1}$, 1396 cm$^{-1}$, 1436 cm$^{-1}$, 1460 cm$^{-1}$ are $\omega$(CH$_2$), $\delta$(\(\alpha\)-CH$_2$), $\nu$(C-O), and $\delta$(CH$_2$), respectively. All the IRRAS modes assignment is listed in Table 1. The intensity of the $\delta$(\(\alpha\)-CH$_2$) and $\nu$(C-O) peaks decrease with increasing the coverage while that of $\omega$(CH$_2$) and $\delta$(CH$_2$) increase with increasing the coverage.

**ODT/Au**

The same trend was found in the case of ODT/Au as shown in Figures 3 and 4: it has only one observable $\nu_a$(CH$_2$) mode at 2903 cm$^{-1}$ with no $\nu_s$(CH$_2$) at low coverage and the intensity of the $\delta$(\(\alpha\)-CH$_2$) peak decreases with increasing the coverage while that of $\omega$(CH$_2$) increases with increasing the coverage.

In Figure 3, the peak at 2965 cm$^{-1}$, 2936 cm$^{-1}$, and 2878 cm$^{-1}$ are assigned as the $\nu_a$(CH$_3$,ip), $\nu_s$(CH$_3$,FR$_1$), and $\nu_s$(CH$_3$,FR$_2$) modes, respectively.
Figure 1. The IRRAS spectra in the high energy region of MHA on Au as a function of immersion time.
Figure 2. The IRRAS spectra in the low energy region of MHA on Au as a function of immersion time.
Table 1. Peak positions, mode assignments, and transition dipole moment directions of carboxylic acid- and methyl-terminated alkanethiolate monolayers at gold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode assignment</th>
<th>obs.</th>
<th>calc.</th>
<th>obs.</th>
<th>calc.</th>
<th>direction of transition dipole$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_6$(CH$<em>3$)$</em>{3p}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2964</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\perp to C-CH$_3$ bond in C-C-C chain plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_6$(CH$<em>3$)$</em>{cp}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2954</td>
<td>\perp to C-CH$_3$ bond \perp C-C-C chain plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_6$(CH$_3$,FR$_1$)$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2936</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\parallel to C-CH$_3$ bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_6$(CH$_2$)</td>
<td>2919$^d$</td>
<td>2920</td>
<td>2919$^d$</td>
<td>2920</td>
<td>\perp to C-C-C chain plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2903$^e$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2903$^e$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_6$(CH$_3$,FR$_2$)$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2878</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\parallel to C-CH$_3$ bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$(CH$_2$)</td>
<td>2850$^j$</td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>2850$^j$</td>
<td>2851</td>
<td>\parallel to C-C-C plane bisecting H-C-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(C=O)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1743</td>
<td></td>
<td>1699</td>
<td>\parallel to C=O bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1717,1680</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$(CH$_2$)</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td>1473</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td>1467</td>
<td>in HCH plane, bisecting HCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(C-O)$^+$</td>
<td>1436</td>
<td>1431</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\parallel to C-O bond$^f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$(C-O-H)$^g$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_0$(CH$_3$)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1439</td>
<td></td>
<td>1450$^h$ \perp to C-CH$_3$ bond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$(C=C-C)</td>
<td>1396</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1396</td>
<td>1375$^h$ \parallel to C-CH$_3$ bond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$(CH$_3$)</td>
<td>1382</td>
<td>1382</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>\parallel to axis of chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$(CH$_2$)</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>1344</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Observed in HCl - HCOOH, CCl$_4$, and IB$_4$.
$^b$ Not assigned.
$^c$ Assignments for CH$_3$: CH$_3$ and C-C-C plane.
$^d$ To C-CH$_3$ bond.
$^e$ To C-C-C chain plane.
$^f$ To C=O bond.
$^g$ To C-O bond.
$^h$ To C-CH$_3$ bond.
$^i$ To axis of chain.
Table 1. (continued)

Orientation of transition dipoles for CH modes assuming all-trans conformation (Snyder, R. G. *J. Chem. Phys.* 1965, 42, 1744). bThe νa(CH3,op) mode was not observed in the monolayer spectrum. cThe fermi-resonance couplet, νS(CH3,FR1) and νS(CH3,FR2), is designated by the subscripts 1 and 2, which refer to the higher and lower energy components, respectively. dThe peak frequency of this band shifts from ~2926 cm\(^{-1}\) to 2919 cm\(^{-1}\) as increasing immersion time. eThis νa(CH2) is the agostic C-H…Au bond which has a direction of dipole perpendicular to the surface and will disappears when the coverage is high enough. fThe direction of the ν(C-O) is more perpendicular to the surface at low coverage and more parallel to the surface at high coverage. gThis band involves both the stretching of the C-O bond and the deformation of the C-O-H angle (Hadzi, D. and Pintar, M. *Spectrochim. Acta*, 1958, 12, 162.) hSilverstein, R. M.; Clayton Bassler, G.; Morrill, T. C. *Spectrometric Identification of Organic Compounds* 5th ed.; John Wiley & Sons, Inc.: New York, 1991. iThe direction of this δ(α-CH2) is more perpendicular to the surface at low coverage and more parallel to the surface at high coverage. jThe peak frequency of this band shifts from ~2855 cm\(^{-1}\) to 2850 cm\(^{-1}\) as increasing immersion time.
Figure 3. The IRRAS spectra in the high energy region of ODT on Au as a function of immersion time.
Figure 4. The IRRAS spectra in the low energy region of ODT on Au as a function of immersion time.
Figure 5. The peak area of $\nu_a(\text{CH}_3,\text{i.p.})$, $\nu_s(\text{CH}_3,\text{FR}_1)$, and $\nu_s(\text{CH}_3,\text{FR}_2)$ of ODT on Au as a function of immersion time.
The peak intensities of these three peaks increases along with the increase in that of the $\nu_a(CH_2)$ and $\nu_s(CH_2)$ modes at 2920 cm$^{-1}$ and 2850 cm$^{-1}$, respectively, while the peak intensity of the agostic $\nu_a(CH_2)$ at 2903 cm$^{-1}$ decreases as shown in Figure 5. This strongly confirms that the polymethylene chain axis lies parallel to the surface at low coverage and stands up more and more as the coverage increases.

The absence of the $\nu(C-O)$ peak at 1436 cm$^{-1}$ indicates there is no C-O group in this monolayer. The peak at 1439 cm$^{-1}$ is the $\delta_a(CH_3)$ mode.

**Agostic bonds**

We propose that the $\nu_a(CH_2)$ band at 2903 cm$^{-1}$ arises from the presence of an agostic bond (metal-alkane bond) of C-H...Au. Further evidence will be provided below.

The absence of the $\nu_s(CH_2)$ and the presence of the $\nu_a(CH_2)$ strongly suggests that all the polymethylene chain must lie on the Au surface in order to have the $\nu_a(CH_2)$ dipole parallel to the Au surface and the $\nu_a(CH_2)$ perpendicular to the Au surface at the same time. The decrease in the peak frequency by 20 cm$^{-1}$ further supports this surface C-H...Au interaction.

**ODT on Au covered by a sulfur monolayer**

Gold substrates were immersed in the CCl$_4$ solution of 10 mM of Na$_2$S for 4 hours and then rinsed successively with CCl$_4$ and ethanol. These sulfur monolayers on Au were then immersed in different concentration of ODT solution for 10 min. These Au surfaces were virtually covered by the sulfur monolayer with no bare Au atoms exposed at the surface$^{31-33}$. This prevents the polymethylene chain from interacting with the Au atoms.

Obviously, only crystalline-like and liquid-like $\nu_a(CH_2)$ peaks with no such agostic bond at 2903 cm$^{-1}$ at all are observed on the Au surface which was pretreated with a sulfur monolayer as shown in Figure 6. This strongly confirms that the band at 2903 cm$^{-1}$ is associated with the bare Au atoms. Furthermore, the presence of both the $\nu_a(CH_2)$ and $\nu_s(CH_2)$ peaks concludes that the polymethylene chain axis is away from the bare Au atoms even at low coverage so that no agostic bond can be observed because no bare Au atoms available.
The IRRAS spectra in the high energy region of ODT on Au which is covered by a sulfur monolayer in different concentration of ODT for 10 min.
Figure 7.  The IRRAS spectra in the low energy region of ODT on Au which is covered by a sulfur monolayer in different concentration of ODT for 10 min.
Unlike the MHA/Au and ODT/Au monolayers, ODT on Au which is covered by a monolayer of sulfur has only very little change in low energy region of IRRAS spectra with immersion time as shown in Figure 7. This is simply because of the lack of bare Au atoms which is already occupied by a sulfur monolayer. Clearly, when there is no bare Au atoms, there is no peak at 2903 cm\(^{-1}\) neither. This indirectly supports the formation of the agostic bond between either MHA or ODT and bare Au surface.

**Evidence for agostic bonds**

The C-H...M hydrogen bonding has been verified by using neutron diffraction\(^{34}\), crystal structure, NMR, and IR\(^{35-49}\) as well. The C-H...M hydrogen bond has an energy of the order of a few kcal/mol which is between the extremes of a chemical bond and van der Waals interactions\(^{50,51}\). The vibration peak of this kind of hydrogen bond has lower energy by tens to several hundred wavenumbers and is greatly broadened compared to the corresponding bands of non hydrogen-bonded group\(^{52-59}\). The extent of this hydrogen bond is almost proportional to the propensity for dehydrogenation:

\[
\text{Ru}(001) > \text{Pt}(111) > \text{Pd}(111) > \text{Ni}(111) > \text{Cu}(111)
\]

A CH\(_2\) group contributes 5-6.5 kJ/mol to the heat on Pt(111) and Cu(100)\(^{50}\). The monolayer alcohol adsorption heats increased sequentially from methanol to n-butanol (11.5-15 kcal/mol) on Pt(111)\(^{61}\). The heats of adsorption increase incrementally with addition of methylene groups to the hydrocarbon chain following the formula \(\Delta H_{\text{ad}} = 8.6 + 1.1 \times n\) kcal/mol for CH\(_3(CH_2)_n\)OH on Ag(110)\(^{62}\). In the case of adsorption of alkylthiol on Au surfaces, a lower limit of 0.8 kcal/mol is estimated for the interaction between CH\(_2\) groups\(^{11}\). The enthalpies of the intermolecular agostic bond between heptane and Cr, Mo, W are calculated to be 10, 9, 13 kcal/mol, respectively\(^{63}\).

The agostic bonds between alcohols and Ag were found by using surface-enhanced Raman scattering spectroscopy\(^{64,65}\) by Pemberton and et al. The \(\nu_4(\text{CH}_2)\) agostic bond bands were shifted from 2850 cm\(^{-1}\) down to ~2830 cm\(^{-1}\). SERS data suggest that all four alcohols studied are oriented with the \(\alpha\)-carbon confined near the surface at all potentials studied. They proposed that
the driving force for this is the formation of CH₂⋯Ag agostic bonds. In fact, those bands at 2900 cm⁻¹ that they founded are the agostic bond of ν₅(CH₂) which is shifted down from 2928 cm⁻¹ as well although they did not point this out.⁶

**The evolution of the structure of MHA/Au and ODT/Au**

**The polymethylene chain**

The presence of the ν₅(CH₂) is at the expanse of the amount of ν₆(CH₂) as shown in Figures 1 and 3. This is because the polymethylene chain must turn the chain axis in order to stand up to accommodate more coverage so that the ν₅(CH₂) dipole will have more and more vertical component to the surface and the ν₆(CH₂) dipole will have less and less vertical component to the surface simultaneously. This can be confirmed by the substitution of the surface agostic ν₅(CH₂) at 2903 cm⁻¹ by the liquid-like ν₆(CH₂) at 2928 cm⁻¹ when the coverage increases.

At immersion time of ~720 min, the agostic ν₅(CH₂) peak of MHA/Au disappears and the peak frequency of the ν₆(CH₂) shifts from 2925 cm⁻¹ to 2920 cm⁻¹ as shown in Figure 1. This substantial decrease in peak frequency indicates the polymethylene chain changes from a liquid-like structure to a crystalline-like environment only when the agostic species totally disappears. This phenomenon implies that the polymethylene chain cannot form the most densely-pack structure as long as there are any agostic molecules because agostic molecules occupy the surface and prevent the polymethylene chain from gathering together to maximize the CH₂ interactions unless the coverage is great enough so that the total CH₂ interactions is greater than the agostic bond. The same trend is observed for ODT on Au as shown in Figure 3.

For both monolayers with agostic bonds at very low coverage, peaks found at 1396 cm⁻¹, 1436 cm⁻¹ are δ(α-CH₂) and ν(C-O), respectively, as shown in Figures 2 and 8. This suggests that the polymethylene chain not only lies on the Au surface but also have the α-CH₂ twisted so that the δ(α-CH₂) has more perpendicular component to the surface with the C-O bond more perpendicular to the surface at the same time.
The decrease in the intensity of the $\delta(\alpha$-CH$_2$) and $\nu$(C-O) peaks with increasing the coverage suggests that the polymethylene chain must turn around to decrease the peak intensities. This is consistent with the conclusion form the $\nu$(CH$_2$) analysis.

The increases in the peak intensities of $\alpha$(CH$_2$) peaks at 1344 cm$^{-1}$ and 1380 cm$^{-1}$ and $\delta$(CH$_2$) at 1460 cm$^{-1}$ with dipole in the polymethylene chain axis suggests that the polymethylene chain stands up with increasing the coverage.

The carbonyl stretching mode

Only MHA/Au has carbonyl at 1717 cm$^{-1}$ does not appear at very low coverage as a consequence of the twist of the $\alpha$-C and the turning of CO$_2$H with $\nu$(C-O) dipole almost perpendicular to the Au surface.

The carboxylic acid group is partially deprotonated in ethanol solution since in addition to the carbonyl band at 1717 cm$^{-1}$, two carboxylate bands at $\sim$1580 cm$^{-1}$ and $\sim$1450 cm$^{-1}$ exist at high coverage as shown in Figure 2.
CONCLUSIONS

At very low coverage, all the polymethylene groups lie on the Au surface and form the C-H...Au agostic bonds which have the $v_\delta$(CH$_2$) band at 2903 cm$^{-1}$ with the $v_\delta$(CH$_2$) dipole oriented parallel to the Au surface and the $v_\delta$(CH$_2$) dipole oriented perpendicular to the Au surface at the same time and the $\nu$(C=O), and the $\nu$(C=O) dipoles of MHA/Pt oriented almost perpendicular, and parallel to the Au surface, respectively. The $\alpha$-CH$_2$ is twisted so that the $\delta(\alpha$-CH$_2$) has more perpendicular component to the surface with the C-O bond pointing more perpendicular to the surface at the same time.

With increases in coverage, submonolayers must have the polymethylene chain turn the chain axis more and more in order to stand up higher and higher away from the surface in order to allow more and more molecules to be adsorbed on the surface. Eventually, all the agostic bonds will disappear.
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COVERAGE DEPENDENCE OF CARBONYL STRUCTURE OF 16-MERCAPTOHEXADECANOIC ACID MONOLAYERS AT GOLD
INTRODUCTION

The most attractive beauty of these self-assembly monolayers is that these thiolate monolayers are not only very densely-packed, but also very stable\textsuperscript{1-3}. Furthermore, it is not only possible to change the tail group but also very easy to modify the end group for application purpose such as non-linear and active optical devices, chemical, biochemical and physical sensors, protective layers, patternable materials both for resists and for mass information storage, surface modification (e.g. wetting and electrochemical electrode properties)\textsuperscript{4}. All these ideal properties of self-assembled monolayers have attracted worldwide attention. As a consequence, the study of the properties and construction of the self-assembled thiol monolayers on gold has grown enormously in recent years\textsuperscript{5-7}. Although there are many different methods of preparing surface monolayers available including Langmuir-Blodgett technique\textsuperscript{8-10}. The self-assembled monolayers on Au have been well characterized.

Porter and co-workers used infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS), ellipsometry and contact angle measurements to demonstrate that the tilt angle is 30° with twist angle of 50° and there is an odd-even chain-length-dependent orientation of the methyl group which provides the best evidence of a conserved Au-S-C bond angle\textsuperscript{11-13}. Monolayers have a well ordered pattern of $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ R30° with 5.0 Å separation to the nearest neighbor from STM image\textsuperscript{14,15}. The packing density of these is 8.0 x 10\textsuperscript{-10} mol/cm\textsuperscript{2} on Au/mica annealed at 300° C assuming roughness factor of 1.2. This suggests these monolayers have $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ R30° structure with 30° tilt angle from the surface normal\textsuperscript{16}. The loss of the mercapto hydrogen and formation of a gold alkanethiolate was concluded\textsuperscript{16}.

Whitesides and co-worker have shown that the distance between the nearest neighbor is 4.97 ± 0.05 Å by transmission electron diffraction spectroscopy\textsuperscript{17}.

Nuzzo et al. have used low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and concluded that these monolayers have a $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ R30° with 4.99 Å structure\textsuperscript{18}. These molecular architecture is adopted independent of the chain
length or chain-terminating group and the tilt angle is \( \sim 30^\circ \) with twist angle of 52° which implies that the Au surface-sulfur-carbon bond angle is near 120°.\textsuperscript{19}

The 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid monolayer on Au has been characterized by Nuzzo et al.\textsuperscript{19} They concluded the structure of MHA/Au monolayer is an almost perfect zigzag (all trans) conformation. From the IRRAS CH\(_2\) stretching modes, they calculated the tilt angle of 32° and twist angle of 55° with thickness of 22 Å. The axis of C=O is tilted form the surface normal by 66°.

The usage of the monolayers is determined by their surface properties which are a combined result of the coverage, the orientation, and the composition of the end groups. A good understanding of the relationship between the surface properties of the monolayers and the coverage, orientation of a given end group of monolayers is very essential to fabricate monolayers with desired properties.

In this study, a carboxyl acid-terminated thiolate monolayer on Au (HO\(_2\)C(CH\(_2\))\(_{15}\)S/Au) was studied using IRRAS as a function of immersion time to examine the change in the relative amount of the non-hydrogen-bonded C=O, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O, and hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O as a function of coverage. The dramatical changes in wettability and ellipsometric thickness of the monolayer using contact angles and ellipsometric thickness measurements as a function of immersion time are reported.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

**Substrate preparation**

Electrodes were prepared by the resistive evaporation of 15-20 nm of chromium, followed by 200-300 nm of gold, onto 3 inch by 1 inch glass substrates. The temperature during the evaporation, measured at the plate supporting the substrates, increased to ~50°C as a result of radiative heating by the evaporation source. The evaporation rates were 0.2 and 2.0 nm/s for chromium and gold, respectively. The pressure in a cryopumped E360A Edwards Coating System during evaporation was <9x10^-5 Pa. After ~45 min cooling time, the evaporator was back-filled with purified N2. The substrates were then removed, analyzed by optical ellipsometry for the determination of the optical functions of the uncoated substrates, and immersed in the thiol-containing solution.

The surfaces of the uncoated gold electrodes have been characterized previously at both a macroscopic and microscopic level using scanning tunneling microscopy and electrochemical measurements of surface texture and surface area. Macroscopically, the STM images show that the electrode surface is composed of atomically-terraced crystallites ~25 nm in diameter. The electrodes have a roughness factor of ~1.3, which is given as the surface area determined from the oxidative desorption of iodine divided by the geometric electrode area.

**Monolayer preparation**

The carboxylic acid- and methyl-terminated alkanethiolate monolayers were prepared by their spontaneous adsorption onto the evaporated gold from 0.100 mM solutions in absolute ethanol. For hydrogen-bonded C=O monolayers, the substrates were placed in solution for 4.00 min, emersed, rinsed successively with absolute ethanol and hexane, and dried under a stream of prepurified N2. To form free C=O, longer time is needed.
**Emersion measurements**

The Emerson experiments were performed by the slow withdrawal of the monolayer-coated substrates from aqueous solutions of varied pH. Typically, samples were left in solution for ~1 min, with immersions of up to ~1 h yielding essentially equivalent results. Upon removal from solution, the samples were placed on a spin-coater and spun briefly at 2000 rpm to remove excess solution. The samples were then placed in the N₂-purged sample chamber of the IR spectrometer for characterization. Spectra were usually acquired within a few minutes of loading in the chamber, with the rotational vibrational bands of vapor phase water subtracted by using a reference vapor spectrum. All solutions were prepared at an ionic strength of 0.100 M by using KCl. Comparable results were obtained in both buffered and unbuffered solution.

**Ellipsometric measurements of film thickness**

The thicknesses of the monolayers were determined by optical ellipsometry at 632.8 nm in two steps with a computer-interfaced Gaertner Model L-116B ellipsometer. The angle of incidence was 70° from the surface normal. Upon removal from the evaporation chamber, the analyzer and polarizer angles for a reflected light beam from each uncoated substrate were measured on at least three different spots. The average complex refractive index for each substrate was then calculated with a two phase parallel layer model from classical electromagnetic theory. After monolayer formation, each sample was again analyzed and the film thickness calculated from a three-phase parallel layer model, using the average complex refractive index of the individual sample and a real refractive index of 1.45 for the film. A value of 1.45, which is representative of the adsorbate precursors, facilitates comparison with thickness data that has been reported for a variety of monolayers. The influence of several refinements on this treatment of ellipsometric data have been recently discussed.

**Contact angle measurements**

Advancing contact angles (θₐ) were measured in air with pH = 1.0 HCl aqueous solution as probe liquids by using a Rame-Hart Model 100-00 115
goniometer. For these measurements, a 2.00 mL droplet was formed on the substrate with the needle of the syringe in the droplet. The value of $q_a$ was determined as the volume of the droplet was slowly increased.

**Infrared spectroscopy**

Infrared spectra were acquired with either a Nicolet 740 or a 750 FT-IR spectrometer. Spectra of the adsorbate precursors were obtained by their dispersion in KBr. Spectra of the monolayers were obtained in a single reflection mode by using p-polarized light incident at 82° from the surface normal and a liquid nitrogen cooled HgCdTe detector. A home-built sample holder was used to position reproducibly the substrates in the sample chamber of the spectrometer. The spectrometer was purged with boil-off from liquid N$_2$. Spectra were obtained by referencing 1024 sample scans to 1024 background scans at 2 cm$^{-1}$ resolution (zero filled) with Happ-Genzel apodization. All spectra are reported as $-\log(R/R_0)$, where $R$ is the reflectance of the coated substrate and $R_0$ is that of a reference Au substrate. The reference substrates were prepared by immersion of an uncoated gold substrate into ~1 mM ethanolic solution of octadecanethiol-d$_3$. These films provide a substrate free from detectable IR bands in the regions relevant to these studies as determined when referenced to an uncoated Au substrate that was cleaned in a 1:3 H$_2$O$_2$ (30%) : H$_2$SO$_4$ (con.) solution. Further details of the preparation of the reference substrates are given elsewhere. Caution: The H$_2$O$_2$/H$_2$SO$_4$ solution reacts violently with organic compounds and should be handled with extreme care.

The orientation analysis, which compares the observed spectrum to that calculated for an isotropic array of oscillators of comparable packing density, was accomplished by using the frequency-dependent complex optical constants of the adsorbate precursor or a suitable substitute. The optical constants for 16-mercaptophexadecanoic acid were determined from a transmission spectrum after its dispersion as a crystalline material in KBr. From the absorbance values, a Kramers-Kronig transformation yielded the frequency-dependent complex optical constant. The optical constants of octadecanethiol from a comparable data workup were used for tetradecanethiol, which is a liquid at room temperature.
Chemicals and reagents

Mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHA) \((\text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}_2\text{)}_{15}\text{SH})\) was synthesized in this group and characterized with IR and NMR. The n-pentylundecanoic acid disulfide (PUAD) \((\text{CH}_3\text{(CH}_2\text{)}_4\text{SS((CH}_2\text{)}_{10}\text{CO}_2\text{H})}\) was a gift from Dr. Fred Sun (Oregon Graduate Institute of Science & Technology). The rest of chemicals was obtained from Aldrich. The alkanethiols were purified prior to use by passage through an activity one neutral alumina column. All other reagents were used as received. Aqueous solutions were freshly prepared from water purified by passage through a Milli-Q purification system (Millipore, Bedford, MA).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General observations of monolayer formation
Ellipsometric thickness as a function of immersion time

The thickness of the MHA monolayer on gold (MHA/Au) was measured as a function of immersion time using optical ellipsometry. The results are shown in Figure 1. In 0.1 mM MHA solution, the thickness increases rapidly at short immersion times, reaching a value of ~9 Å within 0.1 min. The rate of the process slows shortly thereafter with the thickness doubling within ~30 min and approaching a limiting value of 22.0 Å.

This formation process is not a simple one step Langmuir adsorption surface process because it cannot be fitted by using only one single Langmuir isotherm. Actually, this result is consistent with the two step formation process proposed by Whitesides et al. and confirmed by Grunze et al., Shimazu et al., and Thomas et al. The first step can be viewed as a Langmuir adsorption process, and the second step is believed to be a result of the combination of replacement of the incorporated solvent and adsorbed impurities and lateral diffusion on the surface to reduce defects and enhance packing. This second process has a much slower rate than that of the first process.

Wetting as a function of immersion time

The wetting property of the surface of MHA/Au as a function of immersion time was characterized with contact angle measurements. The contact angle of water (θw) and the value of cosθw as a function of immersion time as shown in Figure 2. The contact angle decreases dramatically from 57.0 to 18.0 in less than 10 min and decreases only slightly thereafter.

A plot of the value of cosθw vs. ellipsometric thickness is shown in Figure 3. Clearly, when the thickness is less than 15 Å, the value of cosθw increases dramatically and almost linearly with increasing the ellipsometric thickness. When the thickness is greater than 15 Å, cosθw levels off and approaches a limiting value of 0.96 (θw = 16.0).

These observations clearly demonstrate that the surface properties of a monolayer are determined by its structure even though there is no change in the
Figure 1. The ellipsometric thickness of a MHA/AlN as a function of immersion time.
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Figure 2. \( \cos \theta \) of water at a MHA/Au surface at pH 1.0 as a function of immersion time.
Figure 3. $\cos \theta_0$ of water at a MHA/Au surface at pH 1.0 as a function of the ellipsometric thickness.
composition of this monolayer.

One of the most important issues in this field of study at present time is to be able to control the architecture of a monolayer (i.e. the structure of a monolayer) in order to fabricate materials for research and/or application purposes. To achieve this goal, it is essential to have a detailed understanding how the monolayer structure correlate to surface properties, as discussed above. Gaining an understanding the relationship between the monolayer structure and the surface properties is the focus of this study.

The value of \( \cos \theta \) at 0 Å thickness, from the extrapolation in Figure 19, is \(~0.25\). Thus, the contact angle at 0 Å thickness is \(~75^\circ\) which is about the same value of water on a polymethylene alcohol surface\(^3\). It is therefore reasonable to ascribe the nearly linear increase in the values of \( \cos \theta \) from 0.25 up to 0.95 is as a result of the increases in the ellipsometric thickness of the film going from 0 Å to 15 Å. This behavior indicates that when the coverage is low, the surface appears polymethylene. At low coverage, the monolayer structure would therefore consist of molecules laying down against one another with a very large tilt angle. This proposed structure will be supported shortly by the tilt angle analysis. With increasing coverage, the surface properties are dominated by the carboxylic acid groups on the surface.

**IRRAS spectra as a function of immersion time**

*Figure 4* is a series of IRRAS spectra of MHA/Au as a function of immersion time. There are two main peaks and a shoulder around 2905 cm\(^{-1}\). The peak at 2920 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to the asymmetric \( \nu(\text{CH}_2) \) mode, and the other peak at 2850 cm\(^{-1}\) is the symmetric \( \nu(\text{CH}_2) \) mode\(^3\). The shoulder at 2903 cm\(^{-1}\) is an IR peak which has not yet been discovered and assigned in the literature (see below).

*Figures 4-6* show a marked change of \( \nu(\text{CH}_2) \) and \( \nu(\text{C}=\text{O}) \) as a function of immersion time. In the carbonyl stretching region (1600-1750 cm), the spectrum transfers from a single band at 1717 cm\(^{-1}\) to a doublet. The low energy band at 1717 cm\(^{-1}\), assigned to a hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O mode of a carboxylic acid (see below), decreases with increasing immersion time. The band at 1745 cm\(^{-1}\), assigned to a non-hydrogen-bonded C=O mode of a carboxylic acid, i.e. a free acid, increases with immersion time.
Figure 4. The IRRAS spectra in the high energy region of a MHA/Au monolayer as a function of immersion time.
Figure 5. The IRRAS spectra in the $\nu$(C=O) region of a MHA/Au monolayer as a function of immersion time.
Figure 6. The IRRAS spectra in the low energy region of a MHA/Au monolayer as a function of immersion time.
**IRRAS characterization**

**Trends**

It is possible to calculate the coverage, the packing density, and the tilt angle from IRRAS spectra assuming each molecule like its structure in KBr and is fully extended. The IRRAS spectra of a MHA/Au obtained as a function of immersion time in the high energy region and low energy region are shown in Figures 4 and 6, respectively. The vibrational mode assignments are summarized in Table 1.

The average tilt angle of the axis of a monolayer can be calculated from the following equation:

\[
\cos \theta_{\text{mz}} = \left( \frac{A_{\text{obs}}}{3A_{\text{calc}}} \right)
\]

(1)

where \(A_{\text{obs}}\) and \(A_{\text{calc}}\) are the observed and calculated peak area, \(\theta_{\text{mz}}\) is the average tilt angle between the transition dipole moments \((\vec{m})\) and the surface normal \((\vec{z})\)^25.

The calculated average tilt angles of this monolayer as a function of immersion time based on peak area are shown in Figure 7. At the early stage of the adsorption process, the large tilt angle implies that the packing density of the monolayer is low. This is consistent with the results from the thickness measurements. The tilt angle decreases to about 38° in the first 16 min and there is little subsequent decrease. After 2400 min of immersion time, the tilt angle is ~30° which is in agreement with the 32° determined by Nuzzo et al.\textsuperscript{19}

At a tilt angle of 30°, this monolayer should have a packing density of 8.0 x 10\(^{-10}\) mol/cm\(^2\) (i.e. the distance between the nearest neighbor is 5.0 Å which is the same as that for n-alkane thiolate monolayers on Au\textsuperscript{14}.

The twist angle decreases from 57° to 53° in the first 16 min and thereafter decreases very slowly to a limiting value of 51°. This result indicates that the Au-S-C angle is ~120° regardless of the packing density or the tilt angle of the film\textsuperscript{19}. 

Table 1. Peak positions, mode assignments, and transition dipole moment directions of MHA/Au and a methyl-terminated thiolate monolayer on Au.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode assignment</th>
<th>HO$_2$C(CH$<em>2$)$</em>{15}$S/Au</th>
<th>CH$_3$(CH$<em>2$)$</em>{13}$S/Au</th>
<th>direction of transition dipole$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_\alpha$(CH$_{3/ip}$)</td>
<td>2964</td>
<td>2954</td>
<td>⊥ to C-CH$_3$ bond in C-C-C chain plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_\alpha$(CH$_{3/op}$)</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>2954</td>
<td>⊥ to C-CH$_3$ bond ⊥ C-C-C chain plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_\delta$(CH$_3$FR$_1$)$^c$</td>
<td>2936</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_\alpha$(CH$_2$)</td>
<td>2918 2920</td>
<td>2918 2920</td>
<td>⊥ to C=C=C chain plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_\delta$(CH$_3$FR$_2$)$^c$</td>
<td>2878</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_\delta$(CH$_2$)</td>
<td>2850 2850</td>
<td>2850 2851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(C=O)</td>
<td>1743 1717</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1680 1699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$(CH$_2$)</td>
<td>1470 1472 1465 1467</td>
<td></td>
<td>1467 in HCH plane, bisecting HCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$(C-O)+$\delta$(C-O-H)$^d$</td>
<td>1431</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$(α-CH$_2$)</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$(CH$_3$)</td>
<td>1382 1372</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_2$ wags and twists</td>
<td>1350- 1170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. (continued)

\( ^{a}\)Orientation of transition dipoles for C-H modes assuming all-trans conformation (R. G. Snyder, J. Chem. Phys. 1965, 42, 1744.). \(^{b}\)The \( \nu_{a}(\text{CH}_3,\text{op}) \) mode was not observed in the monolayer spectrum. \(^{c}\)The fermi-resonance couplet, \( \nu_{s}(\text{CH}_3,\text{FR}_1) \) and \( \nu_{s}(\text{CH}_3,\text{FR}_2) \), is designated by the subscripts 1 and 2, which refer to the higher and lower energy components, respectively. \(^{d}\)This band involves both the stretching of the C-O bond and the deformation of the C-O-H angle (D. Hadzi and M. Pintar, Spectrochim. Acta, 1958, 12, 162.)
Figure 7. The calculated average tilt angle and twist angle of a MHA/Au as a function of immersion time.
Spectral deconvolution
Methylene stretching region

Examination of the IRRAS spectra in more detail shows that there are at least five different CH$_2$ features instead of the two features clearly evident in Figure 4. Five peaks yielded the best fit. The curve-fitted spectra and the experimental spectra for 1 min and 2400 min immersion time are shown in Figures 8 and 9. The main two peaks are the $\nu_6$(CH$_2$) at 2918 cm$^{-1}$, and the $\nu_5$(CH$_2$) at 2850 cm$^{-1}$. These two peaks are indicative of crystalline-like packing of the methylene groups like that in solid crystal$^{33}$.

In addition to these two peaks, there is the other set of peaks at 2928 cm$^{-1}$ and 2858 cm$^{-1}$ which are at higher energy than that of crystalline modes by ~10 cm$^{-1}$. These two peaks are the liquid-like $\nu_6$(CH$_2$) and $\nu_5$(CH$_2$) modes, respectively$^{33}$.

Finally, there is one more peak at ~2903 cm$^{-1}$ which has not been classified in the literature yet. We believe that this peak is the CH$_2$ stretching mode representing interactions of methylene groups with the gold surface, i.e. the C-H⋯Au agostic bond. (Details has been discussed in Paper II.) This peak is weak and finally disappears after ~16 min of immersion. At very low coverage, almost all the molecules are laying down on the surface, as shown by the agostic CH$_2$ mode at 2903 cm$^{-1}$. When there is sufficient number of molecules to cover the surface area, some of the surface agostic molecules start to stand up to increase the packing density. As the coverage increases, the average tilt angle of the molecules decreases to make more room for more molecules to be absorbed until it reaches a minimum as shown in Figure 7.

The main four CH$_2$ peaks as a function of immersion time are shown in Figure 10. Although the peak positions of both liquid-like $\nu$(CH$_2$) modes change little, the peak positions of both crystalline-like $\nu$(CH$_2$) modes decrease with immersion time, particularly in the first ~30 min, by more than two wavenumbers as shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. These data suggests that the packing of the polymethylene group becomes better and better with increasing the coverage of the monolayer.

In Figure 10, the peak areas of both crystalline-like $\nu$(CH$_2$) remain roughly constant while the areas of both liquid-like $\nu$(CH$_2$) decrease with
Au in 0.1 mM HS(CH$_2$)$_{15}$COOH for 1 min

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave Number (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2928 cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2918 cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2903 cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2858 cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2850 cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. The curve-fitted spectra and the experimental spectrum in the $\nu$(CH$_2$) region for a MHA/Au in 0.1 mM MHA solution for 1 min.
Figure 9. The curve-fitted spectra and the experimental spectrum in the ν(CH$_2$) region for a MHA/Au in 0.1 mM MHA solution for 2400 min.
Figure 10. The peak area of deconvoluted $\nu$(CH$_2$) peaks of a MHA/Au as a function of immersion time.
Figure 11. The peak position of the crystalline-like $\nu_4(\text{CH}_2)$ mode of a MHA/Au as a function of immersion time.
Figure 12. The peak position of the crystalline-like $\nu_6(\text{CH}_2)$ mode of a MHA/Au as a function of immersion time.
immersion time, especially during the first 30 min. These data reveal that the amount of both the liquid-like $\nu(CH_2)$ groups decrease substantially with increasing coverage while the amount of crystalline-like $\nu(CH_2)$ groups only change slightly. These results further confirm that the MHA/Au monolayer structure is changing to maximize chain-chain interactions in order to stabilize the system with increasing coverage.

The percentage of this liquid-like $\nu(CH_2)$ decreases from 50 % to 35 % in the first 30 min and reaches 30 % after 2400 min. Although this monolayer packs very well after 30 min, it has both trans and gauche CH$_2$ segments at the end of the monolayer just like that in 1,32-dotriacontanedioic acid, HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{30}$CO$_2$H, adsorbed on Ag$^{34}$. It is interesting that the full width at half maximum of the crystalline-like $\nu(CH_2)$ decreases from ~16 cm$^{-1}$ to ~12 cm$^{-1}$ with increases in the coverage from ~30 % to 100 %. This result also suggests that the MHA/Au monolayer forms a more ordered film with increasing the coverage.

**Carbonvl stretching region**
The average tilt angle of carbonyl dipole

In Figure 5, the peaks between 1150 cm$^{-1}$ and 1300 cm$^{-1}$ are the progression peaks resulting from the presence of all-trans conformation sequences in the polymethylene chains of the monolayer$^{19}$. Peaks between 1400 cm$^{-1}$ and 1500 cm$^{-1}$ are due to the CH$_2$ bending mode. The peaks between 1600 cm$^{-1}$ and 1750 cm$^{-1}$ are the $\nu(C=O)$ modes of carboxylic acid.

The experimental spectrum has all the peaks corresponding to the calculated spectrum. Interestingly, the experimental spectrum has one extra peak at 1743 cm$^{-1}$, which is the non-hydrogen-bonded $\nu(C=O)$ mode.

The $\nu(C=O)$ peak is shown as a function of immersion time as shown in Figure 6. As one can see, the peak area of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric peak decreases with increasing immersion time, while that of the non-hydrogen-bonded increases with time.

The average tilt angle for the C=O dipole was calculated using equation 1 with a calculated IRRAS spectrum. The average tilt angles of $\nu(C=O)$ are plotted against immersion time as shown in Figure 13. The average tilt angle
Figure 13. The average tilt angle of the $\nu$(C=O) diploe of a MHA/Au as a function of immersion time.
starts at $32^\circ$ at 0.10 min and increase sharply up to $62^\circ$ in 32 min and it remains virtually the same thereafter.

Three carbonyl modes

It is impossible to obtain a good fit for the $\nu$(C=O) envelope with only two peaks. The lower energy end cannot be fitted unless a third C=O peak is introduced. These fitted curves and the experimental curves for monolayers with 1 min and 2400 min immersion time are plotted in Figures 14 and 15, respectively. In both cases, the fitted curves match the experimental curves well using three $\nu$(C=O) modes. There is a $\nu$(C=O) mode at 1680 cm$^{-1}$ in addition to the non-hydrogen-bonded and the hydrogen-bonded dimeric $\nu$(C=O) modes. It is well known that the hydrogen bonding strengthens the $\nu$(C=O) bond of the carboxylic acids and shifts the peak frequency of the $\nu$(C=O) mode to lower energy by 20 cm$^{-1}$ to 80 cm$^{-1}$ depending upon the strength of the hydrogen bonding, i.e. the stronger the bonding the larger the shift.$^{35-40}$

In this study, the non-hydrogen-bonded $\nu$(C=O) is at 1743 cm$^{-1}$, and the dimeric hydrogen-bonded $\nu$(C=O) is at 1717 cm$^{-1}$. This hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O is believed to be the side-to-side hydrogen bonding instead of a head-to-head hydrogen bonding.$^{19}$

The hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O mode

A comparison of the peak areas of all $\nu$(C=O) peaks as a function of immersion time is shown in Figure 16. There is almost no non-hydrogen-bonded $\nu$(C=O) peak in the beginning of the adsorption process when the coverage is very low, and the peak area of this peak increases with increasing immersion time and approaches a limiting value. On the other hand, that of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric $\nu$(C=O) decreases and approaches a limiting value with increasing immersion time as shown in Figure 16. The peak area of the low energy $\nu$(C=O) peak increases and approaches a limiting value with immersion time. It is very clear that most of the changes in peak area of these three peaks occurs during the first 60 min of immersion.

The decrease in the peak area is the combination result of the
Figure 14. The curve-fitted spectra and the experimental spectrum in the $\nu$(C=O) region for a MHA/Au in 0.1 mM MHA solution for 1 min.
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Figure 15. The curve-fitted spectra and the experimental spectrum in the ν(C=O) region for a MHA/Au in 0.1 mM MHA solution for 2400 min.
Figure 16. The peak area of deconvoluted $\nu$(C=O) peaks of a MHA/Au as a function of immersion time.
increase of the coverage and the increase in the average tilt angle of ν(C=O) dipole. The decrease in the peak area due to the increase in the average tilt angle is greater than the increase in the peak area due to the increase in the coverage of the monolayer. As a result, the total peak area of all three ν(C=O) peaks decrease with increasing the coverage. If this is taken into account, the decrease in peak area of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric ν(C=O) is almost equal to the total increase in peak area of the other two peaks particularly after 8 min of immersion. Furthermore, the peak area of the non-hydrogen-bonded ν(C=O) peak is almost the same as that of the low energy ν(C=O) peak along the way. Assuming the conservation of orientation, this result strongly suggests that there is a direct link between the hydrogen-bonded dimeric ν(C=O) and the other two ν(C=O) peaks i.e. the hydrogen-bonded dimeric ν(C=O) mode is converted to both the non-hydrogen-bonded ν(C=O) and low energy ν(C=O) modes simultaneously. Therefore, the relative amounts of these three ν(C=O) components is a function of coverage. More precisely speaking, the composition of these ν(C=O) peaks are controlled by the coverage of the monolayer.

In order to form a stable hydrogen bond for carboxylic acid, the distance between O—O must be within 2.5 to 2.8 Å range. As the distance between the nearest COOH neighbor decreases from 7.0 Å to 6.0 Å, the COOH groups start to form stronger and stronger hydrogen bonds. Carboxylic acid groups still can form dimeric hydrogen bonds even though the distance is greater than 7.0 Å by bending the polymethylene chain slightly. Based on these data, when the coverage is greater than 50% of the full monolayer, the distance between nearest COOH neighbors is less than ~7.0 Å. In order for the COOH groups to form the most stable hydrogen bonds which is the polymeric hydrogen bonds the distance between the nearest COOH groups must be ~6.0 Å. In order for some COOH to maintain this optimal distance to form polymeric hydrogen bonds in the confined space, some of the COOH groups must be squeezed at the same time so that the distance is too short to form any hydrogen bond at all. This structural change explains why the IRRAS spectra in Figure 16 show an increase in the amount of the hydrogen-bonded polymeric ν(C=O) mode and also an increase in the
amount of the non-hydrogen-bonded $\nu(C=O)$ with increases in coverage simultaneously. As coverage increases, some hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O groups form polymeric hydrogen bonds and force some to have no hydrogen bond at all.

The PUAD/Au monolayer

Finally, a monolayer of (CH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_4$)SS((CH$_2$)$_9$CO$_2$H)/Au (PUAD/Au) with a short alkyl chain and long carboxylic acid chain was examined. The combination of the short alkyl chain and long carboxylic acid chain prevents the carboxylic acid groups from forming hydrogen-bonded polymeric even at full coverage because one pair of carboxylic acid groups is separated from another by alkyl groups.

The spectra of the $\nu(C=O)$ and the $\nu(CH_2)$ modes of a PUAD/Au as a function of immersion time are shown in Figures 17 and 18. There are no noticeable changes observed in the spectra and, in particularly, there is virtually no non-hydrogen-bonded C=O or hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O observed.

The reason why the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O mode dominates is because the COOH groups are structurally impaired in forming any hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O group or non-hydrogen-bonded C=O group. The monolayer from the disulfide forms so that there is a n-alkane segment in between two adjacent C=O groups. Perhaps the reason why there is no change in CH$_2$ stretching mode is that there is no room for CH$_2$ to move around because the disulfide almost already forms a densely packed structure in less than 0.1 min. Since the disulfide consists of a long carboxylic acid chain and a short alkyl chain, it is very unlikely that there will be a situation favorable for extensive Methylene chain-chain interaction between neighbors. The lack of abundant chain-chain interactions between the long carboxylic acid chains discourages these acid groups from forming any hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O bonds. As a consequence, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric is the dominant peak at all times regardless of either the immersion time or the coverage.
Figure 17. The IRRAS spectra in low energy region for a PUDA/Au as a function of immersion time.
Figure 18. The IRRAS spectra in high energy region for a PUDA/Au as a function of immersion time.
This data show that when the distance between the most adjacent carboxylic acid groups is greater than 7.0 Å, only hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O group exists without any hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O group or non-hydrogen-bonded C=O group observed. Obviously, when there is no hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O, there is no non-hydrogen-bonded C=O either. This strongly suggests that the hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O and non-hydrogen-bonded C=O are associated with each other. This finding is consistent with the result that shows the same increase in the amount of the peak area of both C=O peak with increasing immersion time.

All these evidences strongly confirm that the coverage-induced non-hydrogen-bonded C=O and hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O modes evolve from the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O.

**Coverage dependence of C=O groups**

To make sure that the change in C=O structure is solely due to the change in the coverage but not because of immersion time, the solvent, or air, several more experiments were executed as following: after immersion in 0.10 mM solution for 1.0 min, MHA/Au monolayers were transferred and emersed in 0.1 M HCl ethanol solution, absolute ethanol, or air media for different time periods and then were rinsed successively with absolute ethanol and hexane, and dried under a stream of prepurified N₂. The IRRAS spectra of the \( \nu(C=O) \) modes of these samples are shown in Figures 19, 20, and 21, respectively.

Virtually no change in the \( \nu(C=O) \) peaks with time in these three cases strongly suggests that the increase in the amount of both non-hydrogen-bonded \( \nu(C=O) \) and hydrogen-bonded polymeric \( \nu(C=O) \) modes are not due to immersion time, the solvent, or the replacement of the incorporated solvent or lateral diffusion on the surface to reduce defects and enhance packing as proposed by Bain and Whitesides²⁶.

Since the distance between the nearest COOH neighbor, \( d \), is reciprocally proportional to the square root of the packing density of a monolayer, it can be calculated as following:

\[
d = 5.0 \, \text{Å} / (\Gamma / \Gamma_\infty)^{1/2}
\]  

(2)
Figure 19. The IRRAS spectra in the low energy region for a MHA monolayer prepared in 0.1 mM solution for 1 min and then transferred to 0.1M HCl solution as a function of immersion time.
Figure 20. The IRRAS spectra in the low energy region for a MHA monolayer prepared in 0.1 mM solution for 1 min and then transferred to pure ethanol solution as a function of immersion time.
Figure 21. The IRRAS spectra in the low energy region for a MHA monolayer prepared in 0.1 mM solution for 1 min and then exposed to air as a function of immersion time.
where the $\Gamma$ and $\Gamma_\infty$ are the coverage of interest and the coverage of full coverage, respectively.

Since the coverage is proportional to the ellipsometric thickness equation 2 can be described as following:

$$d = 5.0 \, \text{Å} / (A/A_\infty)^{1/2}$$

Equation 3

where $A$ and $A_\infty$ are the thickness of interest and the thickness at full coverage, respectively. In this study, $A_\infty$ is 22.0 at a full coverage of $8.0 \times 10^{-10}$ mol/cm$^2$.

The peak areas of these three $\nu$(C=O) modes as a function of the distance, $d$, between the most adjacent carboxylic acid groups is shown in Figure 22. When the value of $d$ is greater than 7.0 Å, there is a little increase in the area of hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O peak resulting from the substantial increases in coverage during the early stage of adsorption. It is clear that there is a remarkable decrease in the peak area of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O peak when the value of $d$ is smaller than 7.0 Å. This decrease in peak area is accompanied by the increases in the peak areas of both free C=O and hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O peaks especially when $d$ approaches 5.0 Å. Therefore, we believe that the value of $d$ plays a major role in determine the relative amount of these three distinct C=O modes, i.e., when $d > 7.0$ Å, $7.0 > d > 5.0$ Å, and $d < 5.0$ Å, the majority carboxyl forms are the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O, the hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O, and the non-hydrogen-bonded C=O, respectively.
Figure 22. The peak areas of free $\nu(C=O)$, hydrogen-bonded dimeric $\nu(C=O)$, and hydrogen-bonded polymeric $\nu(C=O)$ as a function of the distance, d, between the most adjacent carboxylic acid groups.
CONCLUSIONS

The adsorption process of the MHA on Au is a two-step process with a very fast reaction rate for the first step followed by a very slow reaction rate for the second step. It was determined that this slower reaction had little to do with the replacement of the incorporated solvent or lateral diffusion on the surface to reduce defects and enhance packing.

In addition to the crystalline-like asymmetric and $\nu_s$(CH$_2$) peaks, there is one pair of the liquid-like $\nu_s$(CH$_2$) and $\nu_s$(CH$_2$) peaks which decreases with increasing immersion time. The FWHM of the crystalline-like $\nu_s$(CH$_2$) peak becomes smaller with increases in the coverage. The tilt angle of this monolayer decreases from ~78° to 32° in ~32 min in 0.1 mM solution and subsequently shows little change. On other hand, the twist angle remains almost the same with a value of 51° regardless of the coverage.

The value of $\cos\theta_a$ for pH = 1.0 HCl aqueous solution on a MHA/Au increases rapidly and almost linearly from ~0.25 to ~0.95 with increasing coverage from 0 % to ~75 % of the full coverage. When the coverage is greater than 75 %, this $\cos\theta_a$ value approaches a limiting value of 0.96. It is believed that the surface of a MHA/Au is already completely covered by carboxylic acid groups when the coverage is greater than 75 % of the full coverage.

There are three $\nu$(C=O) modes instead of only two. In addition to the non-hydrogen-bonded and hydrogen-bonded dimeric $\nu$(C=O) peaks, there is the hydrogen-bonded polymeric $\nu$(C=O) bond at 1680 cm$^{-1}$. At low coverage, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric $\nu$(C=O) mode is the only one observed. As the coverage increases, about 50 % of this hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O mode splits into both non-hydrogen-bonded and hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O modes at the same time.

The average tilt angle of the C=O dipole increases from 32° to 62° in order to form more stable side-to-side polymeric hydrogen bonds.

We believe that the three structures are a result of the distance, d. When d >7.0 Å, 7.0 Å > d >5.0 Å, and d <5.0 Å, the majority carboxyl forms are the
hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O, the hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O, and the non-hydrogen-bonded C=O, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

Monolayer films prepared by the adsorption of thiol-containing compounds \((X(CH_2)_nSH)\) at gold provide unique opportunities for the construction of organic interfaces with a well-defined composition and thickness\(^1\). These films form as gold(I) thiolates\(^4\) to yield densely-packed structures for end groups that are of a size comparable with the polymethylene chain. In such cases, the spatial arrangement of the layer reflects the bonding of the thiolate head group with the underlying gold lattice. For alkanethiolates, both diffraction\(^9\) and direct atomic-scale imaging\(^11,12\) techniques have established that the layers adopt a \((\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})\) \(R30^\circ\) overlayer structure at Au(111) (the predominant crystal face of the surface of evaporated gold films\(^13\)-\(^18\)). Because of these characteristics, thiolates at gold have proven extremely attractive in studies aimed at delineating the structural basis of processes occurring at solid-aqueous phase interfaces, e.g. electron-transfer\(^19\)-\(^23\), wetting\(^14\),\(^24\,\(^25\), and bio-adhesion\(^26\,\(^27\).

One of the most important issues of these monolayers is their surface properties which are mainly affected by the end group of these monolayers\(^28\). Therefore, it is very important to understand and study the end group chemistry. The chemistry of the carboxylic acid end group of these carboxylic acid-terminated alkanethiolates is the target of this study.

Central to the above efforts is the need for detailed descriptions of the interactions between the adsorbed layer and the contacting aqueous phase. It is therefore of fundamental importance to develop techniques for the in situ characterization of such interfaces at a molecular level. For electrochemically-driven molecular transformations\(^29,\(^30\), infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS), coupled with electrochemical\(^31\,\(^33\) or optical\(^34\),\(^35\) modulation techniques, has proven particularly useful. However, as recently discussed, the properties of most thiolate monolayers limit the applicability of the noted modulation techniques\(^36\). Electrochemical modulation schemes are ineffective because the structure of these densely-packed monolayers is insensitive to applied voltages up to the onset of oxidative or reductive desorption\(^37\).
Optical modulation techniques suffer from overlap of diagnostic spectral features (e.g. C-H stretching modes) of these monolayer and the O-H stretching mode of aqueous solutions, leading to band shape and intensity distortions that complicate a structural interpretation\textsuperscript{36}.

We recently described an approach that reduced the complications of obtaining IRRAS spectra in the C-H stretching region of monolayer films under a thin layer of a contacting aqueous solution $^{36,38}$. The approach is based on a cell design that facilitates the interchange of sample and reference substrates while maintaining a solution layer of effectively constant thickness. However, during studies of monolayers composed of various end-group functionalities\textsuperscript{36}, we found characterizations of the reactivity of carboxylic acid-terminated thiolate monolayers to be particularly problematic using our approach. The principal complication arises from the proximity of the O-H bending mode of aqueous solutions and the $v$(C=O) of these layers, which reveals that we will need to gain further control in the repositioning of sample and reference substrates for such a measurement scheme to function effectively. A flow cell may work and we are pursuing such a possibility.

Interestingly, recent reports suggest another possibility for examining the reactivity of these layers under a thin aqueous solution layer\textsuperscript{38}. This approach uses substrates that have been carefully emersed from the contacting liquid. Early work with this approach has focused on examining the ionic structure at the electrode surface\textsuperscript{39-42}, the contention being that such a structure remains intact upon removal of the electrode from solution. Though questions concerning the maintenance of the molecular structure of the interface upon introduction into an ultra high vacuum environment are not yet fully resolved\textsuperscript{43,44}, recent Raman spectroscopic studies of adsorbed organic films have established that the molecular structure in solution is retained at electrodes immersed into environments at atmospheric pressure\textsuperscript{45}.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Substrate preparation
Electrodes were prepared by the resistive evaporation of 15-20 nm of chromium, followed by 200-300 nm of gold, onto 3 inch by 1 inch glass substrates. The temperature during the evaporation, measured at the plate supporting the substrates, increased to ~50°C as a result of radiative heating by the evaporation source. The evaporation rates were 0.2 and 2.0 nm/s for chromium and gold, respectively. The pressure in a cryopumped E360A Edwards Coating System during evaporation was <9x10⁻⁵ Pa. After ~45 min cooling time, the evaporator was back-filled with purified N₂. The substrates were then removed, analyzed by optical ellipsometry for the determination of the optical functions of the uncoated substrates, and immersed in the thiol-containing solution.

The surfaces of the uncoated gold electrodes have been characterized previously at both a macroscopic and microscopic level using scanning tunneling microscopy⁴⁶ and electrochemical measurements of surface texture and surface area⁴. Macroscopically, the STM images show that the electrode surface is composed of atomically-terraced crystallites ~25 nm in diameter. The electrodes have a roughness factor of ~1.3, which is given as the surface area determined from the oxidative desorption of iodine⁴ divided by the geometric electrode area.

Monolayer preparation
The carboxylic acid-terminated, and methyl-terminated alkanethiolate monolayers were prepared by their spontaneous adsorption onto the evaporated gold from 0.1 mM solutions in absolute ethanol. For the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O monolayers, the substrates were placed in solution for 4 min., immersed, rinsed successively with absolute ethanol and hexane, and dried under a stream of prepurified N₂. More than 30 min is needed to form free C=O form monolayers.
Emersion measurements

Prior to the emersion measurements, all the samples were immersed in pH 1.0 HCl aqueous solution for 30 min. in order to obtain more stable structures. The emersion experiments were performed by the slow withdrawal of the monolayer-coated substrates from aqueous solutions of varied pH. Typically, samples were left in solution for ~1 min, with immersions of up to ~1 h yielding essentially equivalent results. Upon removal from solution, the samples were placed on a spin-coater and spun briefly at 2000 rpm to remove excess solution. The samples were then placed in the N2-purged sample chamber of the IR spectrometer for characterization. Spectra were usually acquired within a few minutes of loading in the chamber, with the rotational vibrational bands of vapor phase water subtracted by using a reference vapor spectrum. All solutions were prepared at an ionic strength of 0.1 M by using KCl. Comparable results were obtained in both buffered and unbuffered solution.

Infrared spectroscopy

Infrared spectra were acquired with either a Nicolet 740 or a 750 FT-IR spectrometer. Spectra of the adsorbate precursors were obtained by their dispersion in KBr. Spectra of the monolayers were obtained in a single reflection mode by using p-polarized light incident at 82° from the surface normal and a liquid nitrogen cooled HgCdTe detector. A home-built sample holder was used to position reproducibly the substrates in the sample chamber of the spectrometer\(^4\). The spectrometer was purged with boil-off from liquid N\(_2\). Spectra were obtained by referencing 1024 sample scans to 1024 background scans at 2 cm\(^{-1}\) resolution (zero filled) with Happ-Genzel apodization. All spectra are reported as \(-\log(R/R_0)\), where R is the reflectance of the coated substrate and R\(_0\) is that of a reference Au substrate. The reference substrates were prepared by immersion of an uncoated gold substrate into \(~1\) mM ethanolic solution of octadecanethiol-d\(_{37}\) for 24 hours. These films provide a substrate free from detectable IR bands in the regions relevant to these studies as determined when referenced to an uncoated Au substrate that was cleaned in a X 1:3 H\(_2\)O\(_2\)(30%):H\(_2\)SO\(_4\)(con.) solution. Further details of the preparation of the reference substrates are given elsewhere\(^4\). Caution:
The H$_2$O$_2$/H$_2$SO$_4$ solution reacts violently with organic compounds and should be handled with extreme care.

The orientation analysis, which compares the observed spectrum to that calculated for an isotropic array of oscillators of comparable packing density, was accomplished by using the frequency-dependent complex optical constants of the adsorbate precursor or a suitable substitute. The optical constants for 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid was determined from a transmission spectrum after its dispersion as a crystalline material in KBr. From the absorbance values, a Kramers-Kronig transformation$^{49}$ yielded the frequency-dependent complex optical constant. The optical constants of octadecanethiol from a comparable data workup were used for tetradecanethiol, which is a liquid at room temperature.

**Chemicals and reagents**

Chemicals of CH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_{13}$SH (TDT), HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_2$SH (MPA), HCl and KOH were obtained from Aldrich. The carboxylic acid-terminated thiols including HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{10}$SH (MUA), and HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{15}$SH (MHA) were synthesized in this group and characterized with IR and NMR. The disulfide (CH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_4$SS((CH$_2$)$_10$CO$_2$H) (PUAD) was a gift from Dr. Fred Sun (Oregon Graduate Institute of Science & Technology). The alkanethiols were purified prior to use by passage through an activity one neutral alumina column. All other reagents were used as received. Aqueous solutions were freshly prepared from water purified by passage through a Milli-Q purification water system (Millipore Corp. Bedford, MA).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that the coverage and the orientation of a MHA monolayer on gold are a function of immersion time. After in 0.1 mM solution for only 4 min, the fractional coverage of the MHA/Au monolayer increases from 0 % to 65 % and the average tilt angle of the polymethylene chain of the monolayer decreases from 78° to 46°. On the other hand, the twist angle remains virtually the same with a value of ~52° regardless the coverage. This indicates that although there is a substantial decrease in the average tilt angle, the Au-S-C angle is always almost 120°. In addition to the non-hydrogen-bonded and the hydrogen-bonded dimeric ν(C=O) peaks, there is a hydrogen-bonded polymeric ν(C=O) bond at 1680 cm⁻¹. When the coverage is low, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric ν(C=O) mode is the only one observed. As the coverage increases, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric ν(C=O) peak gradually splits into both the non-hydrogen-bonded ν(C=O) and the hydrogen-bonded polymeric ν(C=O) peaks at the same time. The average tilt angle of the ν(C=O) dipole increases from 32° to 64° in order to form more stable side-to-side network type hydrogen bond. The result of this is a significant increase in the wetting properties of the film.

Peak positions, mode assignments, and transition dipole moment directions (for an all-trans chain) of the MHA/Au monolayer are listed in Table 1.

The spectra in Figure 1 contain several important compositional and structural details. From a compositional viewpoint, the absence of the νₐ(CH₃,ip) at 2964 cm⁻¹, the ν₆(CH₃,FR₁) at 2936 cm⁻¹, the ν₅(CH₂,FR₂) at 2878 cm⁻¹, and the δ(CH₃) at 1382 cm⁻¹ in Figure 1 indirectly confirms the formation of the carboxylic acid-terminated layer, and the presence of the ν₆(CH₂) at 2918 cm⁻¹ with ν₅(CH₂) at 2850 cm⁻¹ indicates the existence of the methylene chain in this monolayer. The ν₆(CH₂) at 2918 cm⁻¹ and the ν₅(CH₂) at 2850 cm⁻¹ modes remain almost independent of the pH of immersion solution as shown in
Table 1. Peak positions, mode assignments, and transition dipole moment directions of carboxylic acid- and methyl-terminated alkanethiolate monolayers at gold exposed prior to emersion experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode assignment dipole&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>( \text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}<em>2\text{)}</em>{15}\text{S/Au} )</th>
<th>( \text{CH}_3\text{(CH}<em>2\text{)}</em>{13}\text{S/Au} )</th>
<th>direction of transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_a(\text{CH}_3\text{ip}) )</td>
<td>2964</td>
<td>2954</td>
<td>\perp \text{ to C-CH}_3 \text{ bond in C-C-C chain plane}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_a(\text{CH}_3\text{op}) )</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>2936</td>
<td>\parallel \text{ to C-CH}_3 \text{ bond}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_s(\text{CH}_3\text{FR}_1)^c )</td>
<td>2936</td>
<td>2878</td>
<td>\parallel \text{ to C-CH}_3 \text{ bond}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_s(\text{CH}_2) )</td>
<td>2918</td>
<td>2918</td>
<td>\perp \text{ to C-C-C chain plane}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_s(\text{CH}_3\text{FR}_2)^c )</td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>2851</td>
<td>\parallel \text{ to C-C-C plane}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_s(\text{CH}_2) )</td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>\parallel \text{ to C-C-C plane}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu(\text{C=O}) )</td>
<td>1743, 1699</td>
<td>1717, 1680</td>
<td>\parallel \text{ to C=O bond}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta(\text{CH}_2) )</td>
<td>1460, 1472</td>
<td>1468, 1467</td>
<td>\parallel \text{ to C-C-C plane}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu(\text{C-O})+\delta(\text{C-O-H})^d )</td>
<td>1431</td>
<td></td>
<td>\parallel \text{ to C-O bond}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta_s(\text{CH}_3) )</td>
<td>1382</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>1375° \parallel \text{ to C-CH}_3 \text{ bond}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega(\text{CH}_2) )</td>
<td>1382</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>\parallel \text{ to axis of chain}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and twists</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>1344</td>
<td>1170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. (continued)

Orientation of transition dipoles for CH modes assuming all-trans conformation (Snyder, R. G. J. Chem. Phys. 1965, 42, 1744). The $\nu_a(CH_3\_sp)$ mode was not observed in the monolayer spectrum. The fermi-resonance couplet, $\nu_6(CH_3,FR_1)$ and $\nu_6(CH_3,FR_2)$, is designated by the subscripts 1 and 2, which refer to the higher and lower energy components, respectively. This band involves both the stretching of the C-O bond and the deformation of the C-O-H angle (D. Hadzi and M. Pintar, Spectrochim. Acta, 1958, 12, 162). Silverstein, R. M.; Clayton Bassler, G.; Morrill, T. C. Spectrometric Identification of Organic Compounds 5th ed.; John Wiley & Sons, Inc.: New York, 1991.
Figure 1. IRRAS spectra in the high energy region for a HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{15}$S/Au monolayer with a fraction coverage of 0.65 as a function of solution pH.
Figure 1. This implies that the orientation of the polymethylene chain is always the same regardless of the solution pH. That is, there is no solvent or electrolyte incorporated in the film due to the deprotonation of the carboxylic group. This further confirms that the monolayer has a densely-packed structure. This conservation of the orientation of the polymethylene chain is the fundamentally important cornerstone for the IRRAS studies of the C=O modes since the absorption is a function of the orientation as well.

In Figure 2, the presence of the v(C=O) envelope between 1650 and 1760 cm⁻¹, coupled with the absence of the aforementioned methyl bands, verify the construction of the acid-terminated layer.

Figure 3 shows the expanded IRRAS spectra in the v(C=O) region as a function of solution pH.

**Methyl-terminated monolayers**

Spectra for the methyl-terminated layer are given in Figures 4 and 5 for the sequential emersion from pH 1.0, 6.0, and 12.7 solutions. Spectra are also given for the emersion from the pH 1.0 solution after emersion from the pH 12.7 solution. The spectra in all instances are essentially identical to that measured initially at pH 1.0. This is further supported by the different spectra given in the insert of Figures 4 and 5, which were calculated by dividing the spectrum at a given pH by that of the initial pH 1.0 emersion. These results indicate that the methyl-terminated layer is unaffected by immersion into aqueous solutions of varied pH. Immersion times up to ~1 hour did not alter the observations and agree with extensive stability studies reported earlier¹,¹⁴.

**MHA monolayers**

**MHA monolayers with a fractional coverage of 0.65**

The IRRAS spectra for the emersion into solutions of varied pH of the MHA/Au monolayer which has the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O form as the majority are shown in the low and high energy regions in
Figure 2. IRRAS spectra in the low energy region for a \( \text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}_2\text{)}_{15}\text{S/Au} \) monolayer with a fraction coverage of 0.65 as a function of solution pH.
Figure 3. IRRAS spectra in $\nu$(C=O) region for a HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{15}$S/Au monolayer with a fraction coverage of 0.65 as a function of solution pH.
Figure 4. IRRAS spectra in the high energy region for a monolayer of \( \text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_2)_{13}\text{S} \) at gold as a function of solution pH. Inset: difference spectra using the spectrum at pH 1.0 as the reference spectrum.
Figure 5. IRRAS spectra in the low energy region for a monolayer of CH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_{13}$S at gold as a function of solution pH. Inset: difference spectra using the spectrum at pH 1.0 as the reference spectrum.
Figures 2 and 1, respectively. The pH of the immersion solutions was increased from an initial value of 0.6 to a final value of 11.0. A spectrum is also given for the re-immersion of the sample into the pH 0.6 solution after cycling through the noted sequence. Spectra above a pH of 11.0 for these layers were masked by intense, poorly-defined features, which we attributed to the relatively large amount of residual electrolyte as shown in Figure 6. Changes in the spectra are most evident in the carbonyl stretching region at a pH of 6.0 and greater. Little change is observable in the spectra below this value. Following the earlier band assignments, the changes in the spectra are consistent with the progressive ionization of the acidic end groups as the pH of the immersion solution increases.

The changes in the carbonyl stretching region are, however, not accompanied at an observable level by the expected changes in the spectral regions attributed to the symmetric $\nu_a$(COO$^-$) or asymmetric $\nu_g$(COO$^-$) carboxylate stretching modes until above a pH of 9.0. The former is generally observed between 1600 cm$^{-1}$ and 1550 cm$^{-1}$, and the latter between 1450 cm$^{-1}$ and 1400 cm$^{-1}$.

Though the overlap with $\delta$(CH$_2$), $\delta$(a-CH$_2$), and $\nu$(C-O) + $\delta$(O-H) modes complicates an interpretation of the $\nu_g$(COO$^-$) region, no observable change is apparent in the $\nu_a$(COO$^-$) region. Based on the assumed orientation of the end group, this observation is unexpected, suggesting the possible structural rearrangement of the chain terminus upon ionization. Such changes would be driven by charge repulsion and/or counter-ion association effects. Experiments with diluted layers and with immersion solutions of varied ionic strength and composition are planned to examine this issue further. The MHA monolayer with not only the dimeric and the polymeric forms but also a free form will be discussed. Although the peak intensity of the dimeric C=O form is smaller than that of the monolayer without free form, it behaves similarly to the latter.

To gain further insight into the reactivity of these layers, the envelope in the $\nu$(C=O) region was deconvoluted into its three major
Figure 6. IRRAS spectra in the low energy region for multilayers of KOH on top of a HO₂C(CH₂)₁₅S/Au monolayer as a function of solution pH.
component peaks: the free acid, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid, and the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid. The results of the deconvolution for the initial pH 0.6 emersion sample is shown in Figure 7. Fits to the data assuming three peaks could be varied to a small degree, but the trends in the pH dependence were consistent. Assuming that the oscillator strengths and orientation of both forms of the acids are comparable yields a layer that is ~10% of the free acid, ~10% of the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid and ~80% of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid. For a monolayer in the same solution for 24 hours, there are ~20% of free, ~20% of hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid and ~60% of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid. We also note the large width of the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid suggests the possibility of a distribution of chain-lengths of the linear network bonding. The results of the deconvolution are summarized as a function of pH in Figures 8-10. The peak frequency of each peak remains the same with the peak area of each peak decreases quite differently with increasing the solution pH. Figure 11 provides a comparison of the peak area of the free acid, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid and the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid as a function of the solution pH. Assuming the orientation of the each C=O dipole does not change, the pKₐ of each acid can be calculated and is equal to the pH where the decrease in the peak area of each peak is 50%. The calculated pKₐ values for the free acid, the dimeric acid, and the polymeric acid are 6.6, 7.0 and 11.0, respectively, as listed in Table 2. The transition range of the free acid, the dimeric acid, and the polymeric acid are 3, 7 and 3 pH units, respectively. Interestingly, the peak area of the free acid is virtually lost by pH 8.0 while that of polymeric acid remains almost intact up to pH 9.0.

Superimposed is an experimental fit to the data that assumes the reactivity of a simple monobasic acid in a solution of high ionic strength. This data suggest two interesting points. First, the acid has a pKₐ value of 7.1 which is far greater than that, 5.0, in solution. Second, the transition occurs over an interval of ~6.0 pH units. Together, these results point to
Figure 7. Deconvoluted IRRAS spectra in the $\nu$(C=O) region of a $\text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}_2\text{)}_{15}\text{S/Au}$ monolayer with a fraction coverage of 0.65 emersed in pH 0.60 HCl aqueous solution.
Figure 8. Deconvoluted IRRAS spectra of the free $\nu$(C=O) of a \( \text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}_2\text{)}_{15}\text{S/Au} \) monolayer with a fraction coverage of 0.65 as a function of solution pH.
Figure 9. Deconvoluted IRRAS spectra of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric ν(C=O) of a HO₂C(CH₂)₁₅S/Au monolayer with a fraction coverage of 0.65 as a function of solution pH.
Figure 10. Deconvoluted IRRAS spectra of the hydrogen-bonded polymeric $\nu$($\text{C}=\text{O}$) of a HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{15}$S/Au monolayer with a fraction coverage of 0.65 as a function of solution pH.
Figure 11. The IRRAS peak area of the $\nu(\text{C}=\text{O})$ peaks of a $\text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}_2\text{)}_{15}\text{S}/\text{Au}$ monolayer with a fraction coverage of 0.65 as a function of solution pH.
the free acid acting as a simple monobasic acid which has a strength roughly 10^-2 times less than carboxylic acids in solution (consistent with noninteracting site considerations).

The data for the hydrogen-bonded acid is more interesting. It exhibits a continual decrease up to the limiting pH. This behavior is similar to dimers in solution like malonic acid. Actually, there are two different kinds of hydrogen-bonded acids: a dimeric acid and a polymeric acid. The dimeric acid has higher pH value than that in solution, so it is a weaker acid when it is hydrogen bonded. To the other extremely, polymeric acid has the highest pK_a of all, because the hydrogen bonding is not just between two molecules but a network of many acid molecules. This strong hydrogen bond makes any acid very difficult to be ionized to give away H^+.

The pK_a and transition range of the whole monolayer are 7.1 and 9 pH units. In other words, the acid-terminated monolayers have not only weaker acidity but broader transition pH units than this acid in aqueous solution.

**Effective pK_a**

To confirm these points, we calculate the degree of ionization, \( \alpha_i \), of acid and plotted it as a function of the solution pH as shown in Figure 12. There is only little ionization when solution pH is less than 4 for all carboxylic acids. The extent of ionization for the free acid starts to rise when the solution pH is greater than 4 and reaches a value of 1 when the solution pH is greater than 8. This trend is very similar to that in aqueous solution. That for the dimeric acid starts to increase after pH 4 and never reaches a value of 1 even at pH 12. That is, there is a transition of at least 8 pH units. This is very possible since these densely-packed molecules are so close together, the electrostatic repulsion among the deprotonated molecules becomes stronger and stronger. As deprotonation continues, there is a greater charge build up in this very small confined space. On the other hand, the value of \( \alpha_i \) of polymeric acid is virtually 0 until pH 9.
Table 2. The $pK_a$ values calculated from IRRAS data for the MHA/Au with a fraction coverage of 0.65 (MHA/Au/0.65), MHA/Au, MUA/Au, MPA/Au, and PUAD/Au.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>free acid</th>
<th>dimeric acid</th>
<th>polymeric acid</th>
<th>overall $pK_a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MHA/Au/0.65</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHA/Au</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUA/Au</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPA/Au</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUAD/Au</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>6.5$^a$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Not available because of the change in the orientation of the monolayer.
because of the strong hydrogen-bonding.

A plot of the effective $pK_a$ value for each acid against the degree of ionization, $\alpha_i$, of acid will be able to give us a better idea on how these three different acids behave. The effective $pK_a$ is calculated using the following equation:

$$pK_a^{\text{eff}} = pH - \log(\alpha_i/(1 - \alpha_i))$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\alpha_i$ is the extent of ionization. This equation relates the extent of ionization at a particular value of pH to the “effective $pK_a$” of monolayers. This “effective $pK_a$” is the one that would be attributable to the extent of ionization for a simple monobasic acid. In fact, the $pK_a$ is independent of $\alpha_i$ for a monobasic acid. For carboxylic acids, the value of $pK_a$ is reported from 3 to 11. For $C=O$ as a function of the extent of ionization, it is clear that the low dielectric constant of these monolayer does not affect this ionization very much. As the extent of ionization increases from 0.4 to 1.0, the effective $pK_a$ of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid increases from 5 to 10. This increase in the effective $pK_a$ is comparable to that for polyethylene carboxylic acid studied by Whitesides and co-workers. They believed that the increase in the effective $pK_a$ might reflect either a change in the ease of ionization of a homogeneous population of carboxylic acid groups as the electrically neutral carboxylic acid groups are converted to anionic carboxylate groups or heterogeneity in the population of carboxylic acid groups being examined. We believe that it is the electrostatic repulsion but not the dielectric constant that plays the most important role for the acid-base chemistry of these acid-terminated alkanethiol monolayers.

In these analyses, the error of the values of the effective $pK_a$ are too
Figure 12. The degree of ionization $\alpha_i$ of a HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{15}$S/Au monolayer with a fraction coverage of 0.65 as a function of solution pH.
large to be meaningful when $\alpha_i$ is either smaller than 0.1 or greater than 0.9. The values of effective pK, for both the free acid and the dimeric acid are about the same and have a constant value of 5.0 when the extent of ionization is less than 0.4. It is very clear that the effective pK, of hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid is around 11. Interestingly, the effective pK, of the total acid is almost the same as that of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid. We will see the same trend for different monolayers as well. The effective pK, values at 50 % of ionization for the free acid, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid, the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid, and the overall are 6.9, 7.0, 11, and 7.2, respectively.

MHA monolayers with a full coverage

No noticeable change in the IRRAS spectra of $\nu$(CH$_2$) modes in Figures 14 for a MHA/Au prepared in 0.10 mM solution for 24 hours as a function of solution pH indicates that the orientation of the polymethylene chain remains the same throughout this pH windows studied. The IRRAS spectra of $\nu$(C=O) modes of the same monolayer as a function of solution pH are shown in Figure 15. As you can see, the $\nu$(C=O) peaks of this monolayer are quite different from the MHA/Au monolayer with a fractional coverage of 0.65. These $\nu$(C=O) peaks have ~20 % of the free $\nu$(C=O), ~20% of the hydrogen-bonded polymeric $\nu$(C=O), and only 60 % of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric $\nu$(C=O). All the amount of these acids decrease with increasing the solution pH and disappear when the solution pH is greater than 11. The recovery of these acids after re-immersion of these monolayers back into pH 1 solution suggests that not only there is virtually no change in the orientation of the film but also there is almost no loss of these acid monolayers during the ionization process. There is a slight increase in the amount of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid after it is re-immersed.

This monolayer has three different acid groups behavior similar to that of the monolayer with a fractional coverage of 0.65 although there is a difference in the peak area as shown in Figure 16. The free acid starts to
Figure 13. The effective pK$_a$ of a HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{15}$S/Au monolayer with a fraction coverage of 0.65 as a function of the extent of ionization $\alpha_i$. 
ionize at pH 4 and almost completes the ionization process at pH 8. The hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid starts to ionize at pH 4 and has finished by pH 11. The hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid remains intact until pH 10. The $pK_a$ for the non-hydrogen-bonded acid, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid, the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid, and the overall $pK_a$ are 6.5, 7.0, 11.0, and 7.2, respectively.

The calculated values of the extent of ionization for all these acid groups are shown in Figure 17. It is clear that the free acid has the highest value at all pH and virtually reaches a value of 1 when the solution pH is greater than 8. The extent of ionization of the dimeric acid has a value higher than that of polymeric acid but smaller than that of free acid. The extent of ionization of the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid not only has the smallest value and very little till pH 8. This clearly demonstrates that these three different acid groups have remarkably different properties as far as the extent of ionization is concerned. That is, in terms of acidity: the free acid > the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid > the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid.

Obviously, the effective $pK_a$ of these three different acid groups behave very differently as shown in Figure 18. The effective $pK_a$ of the free acid has a value of 5 at the beginning of ionization and increases to ~7 when the free acid is almost fully ionized. The effective $pK_a$ of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid has a initial value of ~6 and increases to ~8. The effective $pK_a$ of hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid is ~10. Surprisingly, the effective $pK_a$ of the overall acid group has almost the same value as that of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid again. At 50% of ionization, the effective $pK_a$ values of the free acid, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid, the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid, and the overall value are 6.5, 7.8, 11.0 and 7.8, respectively. So, it is clear that these three acids have significant differences in their acid properties. Interestingly, the overall properties of these three acids are virtually the same as that of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid.
Figure 14. IRRAS spectra in high energy region for a HO₂C(CH₂)₁₅S/Au monolayer as a function of solution pH.
Figure 15. IRRAS spectra in low energy region for a HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{15}$S/Au monolayer hours as a function of solution pH.
Figure 16. The IRRAS peak area of the C=O peaks of a HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{15}$S/Au monolayer as a function of solution pH.
Figure 17. The degree of ionization $\alpha_i$ of a HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{15}$S/Au monolayer as a function of solution pH.
The comparison between the effective pKₐ for the MHA/Au monolayer with a fractional coverage of 0.65 and 0.98 shows not much difference between these two monolayers although there is a slightly higher value for free acid of the monolayer with a fraction coverage of 0.65. The slight difference most likely is due to the detection limit of the very small amount of the free acid in the monolayer.

**MUA monolayers**

No change in the ν(CH₂) modes in Figure 19 for a 24-hour-immersed MUA/Au monolayer indicates the conservation of the orientation of the polymethylene chain of this monolayer. The recovery of all these three ν(C=O) modes in Figure 20 after re-immersion back in pH 1 solution confirms this point. It is apparent that there is a slight increase in the amount of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid after it is re-immersed. In this film, the relative amount of the free acid, the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid, and the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid are 25%, 25%, and 50%, respectively, as shown in Figure 21. This indicates that in this monolayer, more hydrogen-bonded dimeric acids are converted to both the free and hydrogen-bonded polymeric acids than a MHA/Au monolayer after 24 hours immersion time in 0.1 mM solution. The peak area of the free ν(C=O) mode starts decreasing at pH 5 and disappears at pH 8. The peak area of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric ν(C=O) mode starts decreasing at pH 4 and keeps decreasing until the solution pH is greater than 11. Clearly, the peak area of the hydrogen-bonded polymeric ν(C=O) mode is constant until the solution pH is greater than 9. The calculated pKₐ values for the free acid, the dimeric acid, the polymeric acid, and the overall pKₐ are 6.1, 7.8, 10.5 and 8.0, respectively. The transition range of the free acid, the dimeric acid, and the polymeric acid are 3, 7 and 3 pH units, respectively. By pH 8, the peak area of the free acid disappears completely while that of polymeric acid remains almost intact.
Figure 18. The effective $pK_a$ of a $\text{HO}_2\text{C(\text{CH}_2)_{15}S/Au}$ monolayer as a function of the extent of ionization $\alpha_i$. 
The extent of ionization as a function of solution pH is shown in Figure 22 which shows almost the same trend as that for the MHA/Au monolayer in Figures 12 and 17. Once again, the free acid has the highest values at almost any pH and the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid has the lowest values with the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid in between. The free acid starts to ionize at pH 5 and almost completes at pH 8. The hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid starts to ionize at pH 4 and barely finishes at pH 11. The hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid remains almost intact until pH 9. The overall performance is basically the same as that of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid.

The values of the effective pK\textsubscript{a} for all these acid groups as a function of the extent of ionization are shown in Figure 23. The free acid has an initial value of \textasciitilde5 and increases up to \textasciitilde8. The hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid with a initial value of \textasciitilde5 increases with increasing the extent of ionization and levels off with a final value of \textasciitilde10. The value for the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid is \textasciitilde10 though there is only one data point. Surprisingly, the overall values are very close to that of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid again. The effective pK\textsubscript{a} values at 50 % of ionization for free acid, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid, the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid, and the overall are 6.3, 8.3, 11.0, and 8.3, respectively.

The comparison between the effective pK\textsubscript{a} values of MUA/Au with that of MHA/Au monolayer shows a slightly higher values for MUA/Au monolayer by \textasciitilde10 % in the overall effective pK\textsubscript{a} value although there is not much difference in the beginning of ionization. Both monolayers have almost the same effective pK\textsubscript{a} values for both the free acid and the polymeric acid, but the MUA/Au monolayer has a higher value for the dimeric acid particularly at high extent of ionization. These higher effective pK\textsubscript{a} values in MUA/Au monolayers most likely is because the MUA/Au monolayer has higher packing density than MHA/Au monolayer. If this is true, then this further confirms that the electrostatic repulsion is the dominant factor in this ionization process.
Figure 19. IRRAS spectra in high energy region of a HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{10}$S/Au monolayer as a function of solution pH.
Figure 20. IRRAS spectra in low energy region for a HO₂C(CH₂)₁₀S/Au monolayer as a function of solution pH.
Figure 21. The IRRAS peak area of the C=O peaks of a HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{10}$S/Au monolayer as a function of solution pH.
Figure 22. The degree of ionization $\alpha_i$ of a $\text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}_2\text{)}_{10}\text{S/Au}$ monolayer as a function of solution pH.
MPA monolayers

There is virtually no v(CH₂) peaks for the MPA/Au monolayer as shown in Figure 24. This indicate that axis of the two CH₂ groups are almost parallel to the surface normal so that the plane of each CH₂ is parallel to the surface. No change in this IRRAS region during the ionization process implies this chain axis remains the same all the time. This is further supported by the full recovery of all the IRRAS peaks by re-immersion back to pH 0.50 solution as shown in Figure 25.

Both the vₐ(COO⁻) and vₙ(COO⁻) peaks do not appear until pH ~6 where the v(C=O) peaks almost disappear as shown in Figures 25 and 26.

The peak area of the three v(C=O) peaks as a function of solution pH are shown in Figure 27. Apparently, the free v(C=O) starts to be ionized after pH 3.5 and finishes the ionization process by pH 7.5. The hydrogen-bonded dimeric v(C=O) starts ionization around pH 2 all the way up to pH 11. This transition of 9 pH units is very broad. The hydrogen-bonded polymeric v(C=O) does not have any significant ionization until pH 7.

With an initial value of about 0.05 at pH 3, the extent of ionization for both the free C=O and the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O starts to increase all the way to a final value of 1 by pH 8 and pH 11, respectively, as shown in Figure 28. Meanwhile, the value for the hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O is virtually 0 until around pH 7. The values of the effective pKₐ for all three acid groups as a function of the extent of ionization are shown in Figure 29. The effective pKₐ of the free acid always has the lowest value, although it is not very clear due to the too small amount of this free acid present in this monolayer. The effective pKₐ of the free acid has an initial value of ~4.5 and remains almost the same value till 50 % of ionization and starts to increase to a final value of ~8. The effective pKₐ of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid has an initial value of 4.5 and increases up to ~10. It is clear that the has a initial value of about 8 and increase up to 11, though the ionization is only 66 %
Figure 23. The effective pK$_a$ of HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{10}$S/Au monolayer as a function of the extent of ionization $\alpha_i$. 
remain the same or decrease but not to increase as increasing solution pH as seen for all the monolayers mentioned previously. In this disulfide monolayer, there is a free space between two neighbor C=O groups since the alkane chain is shorter by 6 CH$_2$ in length. This provides the room for those carboxylate group which has one negative charge to eliminate the strong electrostatics repulsion. This suggests that the carboxylate group like to turn around to minimize the electrostatic repulsion if possible. Therefore, the two peaks cannot be used for the calculation of the extent complete. The large deviation for hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid is due to the very weak signal for it. The overall effective pK$_a$ is almost has the same values as that for the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid. The effective pK$_a$ values at 50 % of ionization for the free acid, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid, the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid, and the overall are 5.3, 5.7, 9.5, and 6.0, respectively.

**PUAD monolayers**

Unlike carboxylic acid-terminated thiolate monolayers, the PUAD/Au monolayer has a change in the ν(C-H) peaks intensity of the IRRAS spectra during the ionization process as shown in Figure 30. The peak intensity at 2926 cm$^{-1}$ almost has a same value of ~0.0010 A.U. when pH is less than 4 and starts increasing and levels off with a limiting value of 0.0018 A.U. by pH 6 as shown in Figure 31. Upon ionization, the peak intensity of the ν(C-H) mode at 2926 cm$^{-1}$ jumps from 0.0010 to 0.0018 A.U. as shown in Figure 32. Apparently, the monolayer structure has been disturbed by the electrolyte and the buffer after it is ionized. This is further supported by the change in the ν(C=O) peaks after re-immersion back to pH 1 solution and the presence of the extra phosphate (as a buffer) peaks around 1110 cm$^{-1}$, 1265 cm$^{-1}$, and 1410 cm$^{-1}$ as shown in Figure 33. The incorporation of the electrolyte and the buffer into this monolayer after ionization can be confirmed further from the increase in the peak area of the free ν(C=O) mode and the hydrogen-bonded polymeric ν(C=O) mode with increasing the extent of ionization as shown in Figure 34. These two peak areas are supposed to either
Au-S(CH₂)₂COOH at 0.60 pH

Figure 24. IRRAS spectra in the high energy region of a HO₂C(CH₂)₂S/Au monolayer as a function of solution pH.
Figure 25. IRRAS spectra in the low energy region for a HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_2$S/Au monolayer as a function of solution pH.
Figure 26. IRRAS spectra in the C=O stretching region for a $\text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}_2\text{)}_2\text{S/Au}$ as a function of solution pH.
Figure 27. The IRRAS peak area of the C=O peaks of the IRRAS spectra for a HO₂C(CH₂)₂S/Au monolayer as a function of solution pH.
Figure 28. The degree of ionization $\alpha_i$ of a $\text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}_2)_2\text{S/Au}$ monolayer as a function of solution pH.
Figure 29. The effective pK$_a$ of a HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_2$S/Au monolayer as a function of the extent of ionization $\alpha_i$. 
of ionization or the effective pKₐ. Fortunately, the free v(C=O) and the hydrogen-bonded polymeric v(C=O) peaks are relatively small, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric v(C=O) peak is still can be used to estimate the overall acid property assuming the value of the overall effective pKₐ is virtually the same as that of the dimeric acid. The extent of ionization is very small till pH 5 and starts to increase rapidly with a transition of at least 8 pH units as shown in Figure 35. The pKₐ from IRRAS measurement for the dimeric acid is 6.5.

The value of the effective pKₐ is ~7 in the beginning of ionization and starts to increase after 40 % of ionization to a value of 11 at 80 % of ionization as shown in Figure 36. The effective pKₐ value at 50 % of ionization is 6.6. Since the orientation of this monolayer has changed upon ionization, there is no guarantee that the v(C=O) dipole remains the same. The above analysis will not be valuable unless the v(C=O) dipole remains the same orientation during the titration process. There is no v(COO⁻) peak observed for the PUAD/Au monolayer. This does not mean there is no COO⁻ groups at all, but instead the COO⁻ groups is in the monolayer with both the vₐ(COO⁻) and vₛ(COO⁻) dipole parallel to the surface so that there is no IRRAS signal can be seen.
Figure 30. IRRAS spectra in the high energy region for a monolayer of HO₂C(CH₂)₁₀SS(CH₂)₄CH₃ at gold as a function of solution pH.
Figure 31. The IRRAS peak intensity at 2926 cm$^{-1}$ for a monolayer of HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{10}$SS(CH$_2$)$_4$CH$_3$ at gold as a function of solution pH.
Figure 32. The IRRAS peak intensity at 2926 cm\(^{-1}\) for a monolayer of \(\text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}_2\text{)}_{10}\text{SS(CH}_2\text{)}_4\text{CH}_3\) at gold as a function of the extent of ionization \(\alpha_i\).
Figure 33. IRRAS spectra in the low energy region for a monolayer of \( \text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}_2\text{)}_{10}\text{SS(CH}_2\text{)}_4\text{CH}_3 \) at gold as a function of solution pH.
Figure 34. The IRRAS peak area of the $\nu$(C=O) peaks of a monolayer of HO$_2$C(CH$_2$)$_{10}$SS(CH$_2$)$_4$CH$_3$ at gold as a function of solution pH.
Figure 35. The degree of ionization $\alpha_i$ of a monolayer of $\text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}_2\text{)}_{10}\text{SS(CH}_2\text{)}_4\text{CH}_3$ at gold as a function of solution pH.
Figure 36. The effective $pK_a$ of a monolayer of $\text{HO}_2\text{C(CH}_2\text{)}_{10}\text{SS(CH}_2\text{)}_4\text{CH}_3$ at gold as a function of the extent of ionization $\alpha_i$. 
CONCLUSIONS

The spatial structure of densely-packed carboxylic acid-terminated monolayers remains intact, but that of a loosely-packed monolayer is disturbed by the incorporation of the electrolyte and buffer upon ionization. The carboxylate plane of the latter is oriented parallel to surface so that there is no IRRAS signal observed, though monolayers have been ionized.

For all acid studied, the effective pKₐ increases as the extent of ionization αᵢ, and the effective pKₐ values at 50 % of ionization for the free acid, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric acid, and the hydrogen-bonded polymeric acid are around 6, 8, and 10, respectively. The difference in pKₐ values is mainly due to the difference in the strength of the hydrogen bond.

All three acid groups are weaker acids than the corresponding adsorbate precursor in aqueous solution. The values of the effective pKₐ at 50 % of ionization for MHA, MUA, PUAD, and MPA are 7.2, 8.0, 6.5 and 6.0, respectively.
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PAPER V

STUDY OF FORMATION AND ESTERIFICATION OF 11-MERCAPTOUNDECANOIC ACID MONOLAYERS AT GOLD USING IRRAS AND CONTACT ANGLE MEASUREMENT
INTRODUCTION

The self-assembly thiol monolayers on gold has attracted enormous world-wide attention for the last ten years due to the good stability, well-characterized systems, easy preparation, and excellent modification properties for applications of these monolayers\textsuperscript{1-3}.

The 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHA) monolayer has been characterized by Nuzzo et al.\textsuperscript{4} They concluded that the structure of a MHA/Au monolayer is almost a perfect zigzag (all trans) conformation. These bands are assigned to the progression of CH\textsubscript{2} twisting and wagging modes\textsuperscript{5}. From the IRRAS ν(CH\textsubscript{2}) modes, the tilt angle and twist angle were calculated to be 32° and 55°, respectively, with the axis of C=O tilted from the surface normal by 66°.\textsuperscript{4} The thickness of the MHA/Au monolayer was measured with ellisometry method to be 16 Å\textsuperscript{4}.

For application purposes, it is very likely to modify a monolayer to construct a new one with the right properties. Therefore, it is essential to understand the surface reaction fully in order to facilitate these modification processes. Although esterification at a polymer surface has been studied by Whitesides et al, the complicated polymer system can not serve as a good model for surface reaction study because of the limited understanding regarding the coverage and the orientation of carboxylic acids at these polymer surface\textsuperscript{6}.

In this study, two 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid monolayers on Au with different fractional coverages of 0.50 and 1.00 were used as models for a surface reaction study that probed the relationship between the coverage and extent of reaction using IRRAS and contact angle measurements.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Substrate preparation

Electrodes were prepared by the resistive evaporation of 15-20 nm of chromium, followed by 200-300 nm of gold, onto 3 inch by 1 inch glass substrates. The temperature during the evaporation, measured at the plate supporting the substrates, increased to ~50°C as a result of radiative heating by the evaporation source. The evaporation rates were 0.1 and 0.5 nm/s for chromium and gold, respectively. The pressure in a cryopumped E360A Edwards Coating System during evaporation was <9x10⁻⁵ Pa. After ~45 min cooling time, the evaporator was back-filled with purified N₂. The substrates were then removed, analyzed by optical ellipsometry for the determination of the optical functions of the uncoated substrates, and immersed in the thiol-containing solution.

The surfaces of the uncoated gold electrodes have been characterized previously at both a macroscopic and microscopic level using scanning tunneling microscopy⁷ and electrochemical measurements of surface texture and surface area⁸. Macroscopically, the STM images show that the electrode surface is composed of atomically-terraced crystallites ~25 nm in diameter. The electrodes have a roughness factor of ~1.3, which is given as the surface area determined from the oxidative desorption of iodine⁸ divided by the geometric electrode area.

Monolayer preparation

The MUA monolayers were prepared by their spontaneous adsorption onto the evaporated gold from 0.100 mM solutions in absolute ethanol for 10 sec and 24 hours in order to obtain two film thickness of 8.0 Å and 16.0 Å, emersed, rinsed successively with absolute ethanol and hexane, and dried under a stream of prepurified N₂.

Esterification

Samples were left in solution for different lengths of time in 20 % (v/v) of conc. HCl ethanol solution. Upon removal from solution, the samples were rinsed with pH 1.0 HCl aqueous solution and then placed on a spin-coater and
spun briefly at 2000 rpm to remove excess solution. The samples were then placed in the N₂-purged sample chamber of the IR spectrometer for characterization. Spectra were usually acquired within a few minutes of loading in the chamber, with the rotational vibrational bands of vapor phase water subtracted by using a reference vapor spectrum.

**Ellipsometric measurements of film thickness**

The thickness of the monolayers were determined by optical ellipsometry at 632.8 nm in two steps with a computer-interfaced Gaertner Model L-116B ellipsometer. The angle of incidence was 70° from the surface normal. Upon removal from the evaporation chamber, the analyzer and polarizer angles for a reflected light beam from each uncoated substrate were measured on at least three different spots. The average complex refractive index for each substrate was then calculated with a two phase parallel layer model from classical electromagnetic theory. After monolayer formation, each sample was again analyzed and the film thickness calculated from a three-phase parallel layer model, using the average complex refractive index of the individual sample and a real refractive index of 1.46 for the film. A value of 1.46, which is representative of the adsorbate precursors, facilitates comparison with thickness data that has been reported for a variety of monolayers. The influence of several refinements on this treatment of ellipsometric data have been recently discussed.

**Contact angle measurements**

Advancing contact angles (θₐ) were measured in air with pH = 1.0 HCl aqueous solution as probe liquids by using a Rame-Hart Model 100-00 115 goniometer. For these measurements, a 2.0 mL droplet was formed on the substrate with the needle of the syringe in the droplet. The value of θₐ was determined as the volume of the droplet was slowly increased.

**Infrared spectroscopy**

Infrared spectra were acquired with either a Nicolet 740 or a 750 FT-IR spectrometer. Spectra of the adsorbate precursors were obtained by their dispersion in KBr. Spectra of the monolayers were obtained in a single
reflection mode by using p-polarized light incident at 82° from the surface normal and a liquid nitrogen cooled HgCdTe detector. A home-built sample holder was used to position reproducibly the substrates in the sample chamber of the spectrometer. The spectrometer was purged with boil-off from liquid N₂. Spectra were obtained by referencing 1024 sample scans to 1024 background scans at 2 cm⁻¹ resolution (zero filled) with Happ-Genzel apodization. All spectra are reported as -log(R/R₀), where R is the reflectance of the coated substrate and R₀ is that of a reference Au substrate. The reference substrates were prepared by immersion of an uncoated gold substrate into ~1 mM ethanolic solution of octadecanethiol-d₃. These films provide a substrate free from detectable IR bands in the regions relevant to these studies as determined when referenced to an uncoated Au substrate that was cleaned in a X 1:3 H₂O₂(30%):H₂SO₄(con.) solution. Further details of the preparation of the reference substrates are given elsewhere. Caution: The H₂O₂/H₂SO₄ solution reacts violently with organic compounds and should be handled with extreme care.

The orientation analysis, which compares the observed spectrum to that calculated for an isotropic array of oscillators of comparable packing density, was accomplished by using the frequency-dependent complex optical constants of the adsorbate precursor or a suitable substitute. The optical constants for 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid was determined from a transmission spectrum after its dispersion as a crystalline material in KBr. From the absorbance values, a Kramers-Kronig transformation yielded the frequency-dependent complex optical constant.

Chemical and reagents

The 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (HO₂C(CH₂)₁₀SH) (MUA) was synthesized in this group and characterized with IR and NMR. Ethyl alcohol was from Quantum Chemical Corp. (IL). The rest of chemicals was obtained from Aldrich. All other reagents were used as received. Aqueous solutions were freshly prepared from water purified by passage through a Milli-Q purification system (Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Monolayer formation
Ellipsometric thickness as a function of immersion time

The thickness of the MUA monolayer on gold (MUA/Au) was measured as a function of immersion time using optical ellipsometry. The results are shown in Figure 1. In 0.1 mM MUA solution, the thickness of MUA/Au increases rapidly at short immersion times, reaching a value of \( \sim 6 \) Å within 0.1 min. The rate of the process slows thereafter with the thickness doubling within \( \sim 4 \) min and approaching a limiting value of 16.0 Å.

This formation process is not a simple one-step Langmuir isotherm surface process. Actually, this result is consistent with a two-step formation process proposed by Whitesides et al.\(^{20}\) and confirmed by Shimazu et al.\(^{21}\) and Grunze et al.\(^{22-24}\) The first step is a Langmuir adsorption process, and the second step is believed to be a result of the combination of replacement of the incorporated solvent and adsorbed impurities and lateral diffusion on the surface to reduce defects and enhance packing\(^{20}\). This second process has a much slower rate than that of the first process.

Wetting as a function of immersion time

The wetting property of the surface as a function of immersion time was characterized with contact angle measurements. The probe liquid of a pH 1.0 HCl aqueous solution was used to keep the acid monolayers in acidic form and the ionic strength the same. The contact angle of water (\( \theta_a \)) and \( \cos \theta_a \) as a function of immersion time are shown in Figure 2. The contact angle decreases very dramatically from 47.0° to 10.0° in less than 4 min and decreases only slightly thereafter.

The observation clearly demonstrates that surface properties of the film are determined by the structure of the monolayer. Therefore, it is possible to manipulate the coverage and the structure of a monolayer to control the surface properties of this film by varying immersion time. In this study, two MUA/Au monolayers with different ellipsometric thicknesses of 8.0 Å and 16.0 Å were prepared in 0.1 mM solution for 10 sec and 24 hours, respectively. Since the
Figure 1. The ellipsometric thickness of a MUA/AU in 0.1mM MUA ethanol solution as a function of immersion time.
Figure 2. \( \cos \theta_a \) of pH 1.0 HCl probe solution at a MUA/Au prepared in 0.1mM MUA ethanol solution as a function of immersion time.
limiting thickness of the MUA/Au monolayer is 16.0 Å, the fractional coverage of the MUA/Au monolayers with the ellipsometric thicknesses of 8.0 Å and 16.0 Å are 0.50 and 1.0, respectively. The contact angle of water at the half-coverage MUA/Au monolayer and the full-coverage MUA/Au monolayer are 25.0° and 8.0°, respectively.

**IRRAS spectra as a function of immersion time**

*Figure 3* is a series of IRRAS spectra in the high energy region of a MUA/Au monolayer as a function of immersion time. The peak at 2920 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to the \(v_a(CH_2)\) mode, and the other peak at 2850 cm\(^{-1}\) is the \(v_s(CH_2)\) mode\(^{25}\). The shift to low energy of the peak frequencies of both modes with increasing immersion time indicates that the MUA/Au monolayer becomes more crystalline-like\(^{25}\) with increasing the coverage. The decrease in the peak area of both modes with increasing immersion time suggests that the average tilt angle of the polymethylene chain decreases with increasing the coverage.

**IRRAS spectra in the low region as a function of immersion time** is shown in *Figure 4*. The weak peaks between 1150 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1300 cm\(^{-1}\) are the progression peaks resulting from an all-trans conformation\(^{4}\). Peaks between 1400 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) are due to the \(CH_2\) bending mode. In the carbonyl stretching region (1600 cm\(^{-1}\) -1750 cm\(^{-1}\)), the spectrum transfers clearly from a single band at 1717 cm\(^{-1}\) to a doublet. The low energy band at 1717 cm\(^{-1}\), assigned to a hydrogen-bonded dimeric \(\nu(C=O)\) mode of a carboxylic acid (see below), decreases with increasing immersion time. The band at 1745 cm\(^{-1}\), assigned to a non-hydrogen-bonded \(\nu(C=O)\) mode of a carboxylic acid, i.e. a free acid, increases with immersion time. In fact, there is another peak at 1680 cm\(^{-1}\) which will be discussed later.

**IRRAS characterization**

The average tilt angle of the polymethylene chain

The coverage, the packing density, and the tilt angle can be calculated from the IRRAS data assuming the experimental spectrum has all the peaks corresponding to that in the KBr spectrum. The experimental and the
Figure 3. The IRRAS spectra in the high energy region of a MUA/Au prepared in 0.1mM MUA ethanol solution as a function of immersion time.
Figure 4. The IRRAS spectra in the low energy region of a MUA/Au prepared in 0.1mM MUA ethanol solution as a function of immersion time.
calculated IRRAS spectra of MUA/Au obtained as a function of immersion time in the high energy region and the low energy region are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The vibrational mode assignments are summarized in Table 1. The ν(C=O) peak at 1713 cm⁻¹ in KBr spectrum is a hydrogen-bonded dimeric ν(C=O) mode which is transformed to three different ν(C=O) peaks when MUA is on the Au surface as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

The average tilt angle of the axis of this monolayer can be calculated from the following equation

\[
\cos \theta_{nz} = \frac{A_{obs}}{3A_{calc}}
\]

where \( A_{obs} \) and \( A_{calc} \) are the observed and the calculated peak area, \( \theta_{nz} \) is the average tilt angle between the transition dipole moments (\( \mu \)) and the surface normal (\( \epsilon \))

The calculated average tilt angle of the polymethylene chain of the MUA/Au monolayer as a function of immersion time is shown in Figure 8. At the early stage of the adsorption process, the tilt angle of the polymethylene chain is large, suggesting a low packing density. This is consistent with the results from the ellipsometric thickness measurement data. The tilt angle decreases from 57° to 25° in the first 4 min and there is not much decrease thereafter. After 1440 min of immersion time, this tilt angle of the polymethylene chain of the MUA/Au is 24° which is less than the value of 32° determined by Nuzzo et al. for the MHA/Au monolayer. The less tilt angle for short chain monolayers is a result of the less chain-chain interaction for these monolayers than long chain monolayers.

At this tilt angle, this monolayer should have a packing density of 8.0 x 10⁻¹⁰ mol/cm², i.e. the distance between the nearest neighbor is 5.0 Å which is the same as that for n-alkane thiolate monolayers on Au

The average tilt angle of carbonyl dipole

The experimental IRRAS spectrum has all the peaks corresponding to the calculated spectrum. Interestingly, the experimental spectrum has two extra peaks: one at 1743 cm⁻¹ which is the non-hydrogen-bonded ν(C=O)
Figure 5. The experimental (solid line) and calculated (dashed line) IRRAS spectra in the high energy region for a full-coverage MUA/Au monolayer.
Figure 6. The experimental (solid line) and calculated (dashed line) IRRAS spectra in the low energy region for a full-coverage MUA/Au monolayer.
Table 1. Peak positions, mode assignments, and transition dipole moment directions of carboxylic acid- and ester-terminated alkanethiolate monolayers at gold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode Assignment</th>
<th>$\nu_a(CH_3,ip)$</th>
<th>$\nu_a(CH_3,op)$</th>
<th>$\nu_8(CH_3,FR_1)$</th>
<th>$\nu_d(CH_2)$</th>
<th>$\nu_8(CH_3,FR_2)$</th>
<th>$\nu_8(CH_2)$</th>
<th>$\nu(C=O)$</th>
<th>$\delta(CH_2)$</th>
<th>$\nu(C-O)^+$</th>
<th>$\delta(C-O-H)$</th>
<th>$\delta(\alpha-CH_2)$</th>
<th>$\delta(CH_3)$</th>
<th>$\nu(CH_2)$ wags and twists</th>
<th>$\nu(C-O)$</th>
<th>$\nu(C-O)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>obs.</td>
<td>calc.</td>
<td>obs.</td>
<td>calc.</td>
<td>obs.</td>
<td>calc.</td>
<td>obs.</td>
<td>1743</td>
<td>1471</td>
<td>1437</td>
<td>1441</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1382</td>
<td>1372</td>
<td>1200-1350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_a(CH_3,ip)$</td>
<td>2964$^w$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td>1467</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_a(CH_3,op)$</td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>2954</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2918</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td>1467</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_8(CH_3,FR_1)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2936</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td>1467</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_8(CH_3,FR_2)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2878$^w$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td>1467</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_8(CH_2)$</td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>2851</td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>2851</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu(C=O)$</td>
<td>1743</td>
<td>1717</td>
<td>1713</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta(CH_2)$</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>1471</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td>1467</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta(CH_3)$</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta(CH_3)$</td>
<td>1382</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu(CH_2)$ wags and twists</td>
<td>1200-1350</td>
<td>1200-1350</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu(C-O)$</td>
<td>$^e$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu(C-O)$</td>
<td>$^e$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. (continued)

aOrientation of transition dipoles for CH modes assuming all-trans conformation (R. G. Snyder, *J. Chem. Phys.* 1965, 42, 1744). bThe $v_a(CH_{3,op})$ mode was not observed in the monolayer spectrum. cThe Fermi-resonance couplet, $v_S(CH_{3,FR_1})$ and $v_S(CH_{3,FR_2})$, is designated by the subscripts 1 and 2, which refer to the higher and lower energy components, respectively. dThis band involves both the stretching of the C-O bond and the deformation of the C-O-H angle (D. Hadzi and M. Pintar, *Spectrochim. Acta*, 1958, 12, 162). eThe peak is canceled by the reference peaks. fPeak intensity is weak.
Figure 7. The experimental ν(C=O) mode and deconvoluted ν(C=O) modes for a half-coverage MUA/Au in 20 % (v/v) HCl ethanol solution for 48 min.
Figure 8. The calculated average tilt angle of a MUA/Au monolayer as a function of immersion time in 20 % (v/v) HCl ethanol solution.
mode and the other one at 1680 cm\(^{-1}\).

The v(C=O) peaks as a function of immersion time are shown in Figure 4. As one can see, the peak intensity of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric v(C=O) peak decreases with increasing immersion time, while that of the non-hydrogen-bonded v(C=O) increases with time. The average tilt angle for the v(C=O) dipole was calculated using equation 1 with a calculated IRRAS spectrum.

The average tilt angle of the v(C=O) dipole starts at 52° at 0.10 min. and increase rapidly up to 60° in 4 min. There is only little increase in the tilt angle thereafter.

**Three carbonyl modes**

The v(C=O) curve cannot be fitted unless a third C=O peak is introduced to match the low energy region of the v(C=O) envelope. The fitted curves match the experimental curves very well using three v(C=O) modes as shown in Figure 7. It is well known that the hydrogen bonding strengths the v(C=O) bond of the carboxylic acids and shifts the peak frequency of the v(C=O) mode to lower energy by 20 cm\(^{-1}\) to 80 cm\(^{-1}\) depending upon the strength of the hydrogen bonding, i.e. the stronger the bonding the larger the shift.\(^{26-31}\)

There is a v(C=O) mode at 1680 cm\(^{-1}\) in addition to the non-hydrogen-bond v(C=O) mode and the hydrogen-bond dimeric v(C=O) mode. The v(C=O) mode at 1680 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to the hydrogen-bonded polymeric v(C=O) mode which has been discussed in detail elsewhere.\(^{32}\) It is believe that the three structures are a function of the distance between the two most adjacent carboxylic acid neighbors, d. When d > 7.0 Å, 7.0 Å > d > 5.0 Å, and d < 5.0 Å, the majority carboxyl groups are the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O, the hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O, and the non-hydrogen-bonded C=O, respectively.

For a MUA/Au, the peak frequencies of the non-hydrogen-bonded v(C=O) mode, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric v(C=O) mode and the hydrogen-bonded polymeric v(C=O) mode are at 1743 cm\(^{-1}\), 1717 cm\(^{-1}\), 1680 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. The hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O is believed to have the side-to-side hydrogen bonding instead of a head-to-head hydrogen bonding.\(^{4}\)
Esterification of MUA/Au monolayers

IRRAS

Figures 9 and 10 show the IRRAS spectra in the high energy and the low energy region for a MUA/Au with fractional coverage of 0.50 prior to and after esterification, respectively. In Figure 9, there are very weak CH₃ modes at 2965 cm⁻¹ and 2875 cm⁻¹ after 330 min of reaction time. This weak intensity is mainly a result of the small cross section found for related ester-terminated monolayers and their adsorbate precursors of MUA⁴. After 330 min of reaction time, the peak energies for asymmetric v(CH₂) mode and symmetric v(CH₂) mode shift to lower energy by 8 cm⁻¹ and 6 cm⁻¹, respectively. This indicates that the esterification process strengthen the polymethylene chain-chain interaction from a liquid-like phase to a crystalline-like phase²⁵. At the same time, the decrease in the peak area of these two modes after esterification suggests that this film has better ordering than the one before esterification.

Before esterification, MUA/Au has only one strong v(C=O) peak at 1717 cm⁻¹ which is the hydrogen-bonded dimeric v(C=O) mode of the acid-terminated thiolate monolayer as shown in Figure 10. After esterification, MUA/Au has several strong peaks between 1000 cm⁻¹ and 1400 cm⁻¹ which are the fingerprint of the ester⁴ in addition to a different v(C=O) mode. The peak at 1180 cm⁻¹ and 1208 cm⁻¹ are associated with the two newly formed v(C-O) modes⁴. The hydrogen-bonded v(C=O) peak at 1717 cm⁻¹ is converted to the non-hydrogen-bonded v(C=O) peak at 1743 cm⁻¹ after esterification.

The conversion of the v(C=O) from a hydrogen-bonded mode to a non-hydrogen-bonded mode allows the extent of esterification to be monitored and calculated as shown in Figure 11.(see below) In fact, there is a relatively small hydrogen-bonded polymeric v(C=O) peak at 1680 cm⁻¹ in addition to these two strong v(C=O) peaks as shown in Figure 7. No obvious change in the hydrogen-bonded polymeric v(C=O) peak as a function of reaction time, as shown in Figure 12, indicates that the hydrogen-bonded polymeric v(C=O) group behaves totally differently from the hydrogen-bonded dimeric v(C=O) group due to the strong network-type hydrogen bond in terms of its reactivity.
Figure 9. The IRRAS spectra in the high energy region of a half-coverage MUA/Au monolayer in 20 % (v/v) HCl ethanol solution for 0 and 330 min.
Figure 10. The IRRAS spectra in the low energy region of a half-coverage MUA/Au in 20 % (v/v) HCl ethanol solution for 0 and 330 min.
Figure 11. The IRRAS spectra in the ν(C=O) region of a half-coverage MUA/Au monolayer as a function of immersion time in 20% (v/v) HCl ethanol solution.
Figure 12. The deconvoluted $\nu$(C=O) modes of a half-coverage MUA/Au in 20 % (v/v) HCl ethanol solution as a function of immersion time.
This result is consistent with the finding from the surface titration experiment discussed in Paper III of this dissertation. The kinetic data can be obtained from the deconvoluted peaks for the half-coverage monolayer as a function of reaction time, as shown in Figures 11-13, but not for the full-coverage monolayer because the IRRAS peak intensities of both the hydrogen-bonded dimeric \( \nu(C=O) \) at 1717 cm\(^{-1} \) and the non-hydrogen-bonded \( \nu(C=O) \) at 1743 cm\(^{-1} \) are weak for the full-coverage MUA/Au monolayer.

**Contact angle measurements**

As expected, the conversion of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric \( \nu(C=O) \) to the non-hydrogen-bonded \( \nu(C=O) \) due to esterification dramatically changes the wetting properties of the surface. This is shown in Figure 14. The contact angle, \( \theta_a \), increases from 25.0° to 66.0° and from 8.0° to 66.0° at the half-coverage and full-coverage acid monolayers due to esterification, respectively. This strongly confirms that the higher surface energy acid monolayers are indeed transferred to a lower surface energy ester monolayer\(^6\) due to esterification. Like the IRRAS data, these data also provide an opportunity to evaluate the rate of esterification as a function of reaction time and the kinetic information. The next section examines the kinetics.

**Kinetic analysis**

**IRRAS**

The extent of esterification, \( \theta \), of the half-coverage MUA/Au monolayer can be calculated from the IRRAS spectra with the following equations:

\[
\theta = \frac{(A_{\text{acid}} - A_{ta})}{A_{\text{acid}}} 
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( A_{ta} \) is the peak area of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric \( \nu(C=O) \) at 1717 cm\(^{-1} \) at a given time in the course of the reaction and \( A_{\text{acid}} \) is the peak area before the onset of esterification, or

\[
\theta = \frac{A_{te}}{A_{\text{ester}}} 
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3)
Figure 13. The peak area of the deconvoluted $\nu$(C=O) modes of a half-coverage MUA/Au Å as a function of immersion time in 20 % (v/v) HCl ethanol solution.
Figure 14. $\cos \theta_a$ of pH 1.0 HCl aqueous solution at a half-coverage MUA/Au monolayer and a full-coverage MUA/Au monolayer as a function of immersion time in 20 % (v/v) HCl ethanol solution.
where $A_{de}$ is the peak area of the non-hydrogen-bonded $\nu$(C=O) at 1743 cm$^{-1}$ at a given time in the course of the reaction and $A_{ester}$ is the peak area after esterification is complete.

Equation 2 follows the process via reactant loss, and Equation 3 via product formation. Consistent results from both equations indicates that the conservation of the orientation of the monolayer is valid.

The linear relationship between the value of $\ln (1-\theta)$ and reaction time suggests that the surface esterification reaction is a first-order reaction as shown in Figure 15.

Unfortunately, these two equations were not applied for full-coverage MUA/Au monolayers because the IRRAS peak intensities of both the hydrogen-bonded dimeric $\nu$(C=O) peak at 1717 cm$^{-1}$ and the non-hydrogen-bonded $\nu$(C=O) peak at 1743 cm$^{-1}$ are weak for full-coverage MUA/Au monolayers.

Contact angle measurements

The extent of esterification, $\theta$, at MUA/Au monolayers were calculated from contact angle measurement data by using the Cassie equation as follow:

$$\cos \theta_a = \theta \cos \theta_{a,ester} + (1-\theta) \cos \theta_{a,acid}$$

where $\theta_{a,ester}$ and $\theta_{a,acid}$ are the contact angles at the 100% ester monolayer and the 100% acid monolayer, respectively.

The linear relationship between the $\ln (1-\theta)$ and reaction time from both IRRAS and contact angle measurement data concludes this surface esterification is a first-order reaction as shown in Figure 15. The contact angle measurement data have better reproducibility than the IRRAS data simply because the contact angle measurement data are the average of four repeat measurements while the IRRAS data are from a single measurement. The values of the error bar for the contact angle measurements and IRRAS are 1° and 5 x 10$^{-5}$ A.U., respective. Since both techniques give the same result for the half-coverage MUA/Au, both can be used to measured the rate for the full-coverage MUA/Au monolayer as well. Only the contact angle
Figure 15. In (1 - θ) from IRRAS and contact angle measurement data for a half-coverage MUA/Au monolayers in 20 % (v/v) HCl ethanol solution as a function of immersion time.
measurements technique was used rather the IRRAS because the IRRAS peak intensities of both the hydrogen-bonded dimeric \(\nu(C=O)\) peak and the non-hydrogen-bonded \(\nu(C=O)\) peak are weak for full-coverage MUA/Au monolayers.

Since ethanol was used as the solvent, this first-order reaction most likely is a pseudo first-order reaction. For a first-order reaction, the rate constants are equal to the slope of the \(\ln(1-\theta)\) vs. reaction time as shown in Figure 16 and were calculated to be \(7.62 \times 10^{-3} \text{ sec}^{-1}\) and \(3.87 \times 10^{-3} \text{ sec}^{-1}\) for a packing density of \(4.0 \times 10^{-10} \text{ mol/cm}^2\) and \(8.0 \times 10^{-10} \text{ mol/cm}^2\) MUA/Au monolayers, respectively. This indicates that the rate constant is a reciprocal function of the packing density of the thiolate monolayer.
Figure 16. $\ln(1-\theta)$ of a half-coverage MUA/Au monolayer and a full-coverage MUA/Au monolayer as a function of immersion time in 20 % (v/v) HCl ethanol solution.
CONCLUSIONS

The adsorption process of the MUA on Au is at least a two-step process with a very fast reaction rate for the first step followed by a very slow reaction rate for the second step.

Esterification transforms the hydrogen-bonded dimeric \( v(\text{C}=\text{O}) \) peak at 1717 cm\(^{-1}\) completely to the non-hydrogen-bonded \( v(\text{C}=\text{O}) \) peak at 1743 cm\(^{-1}\) without changing the hydrogen-bonded polymeric \( v(\text{C}=\text{O}) \) group due to the strong network-type hydrogen bond of the hydrogen-bonded polymeric \( v(\text{C}=\text{O}) \) group. Esterification process stabilizes the polymethylene chain from liquid-like phase to crystalline-like phase.

Surface reaction can be monitored with the IRRAS or the contact angle measurement. This surface esterification is a pseudo-first-order reaction with a rate constant of \( 7.62 \times 10^{-3} \) sec\(^{-1}\) and \( 3.87 \times 10^{-3} \) sec\(^{-1}\) for a packing density of \( 4.0 \times 10^{-10} \) mol/cm\(^2\) and \( 8.0 \times 10^{-10} \) mol/cm\(^2\) MUA/Au monolayers, respectively. The rate constant of surface esterification is a reciprocal function of the packing density of the thiolate monolayer.
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GENERAL SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS

Deprotonation causes the heterogeneous electron transfer rate of ferricyanide at phenylcarboxylic acids and pyridylcarboxylic acids coated Pt electrodes to decrease by 0 % to 40 % and 85%, respectively, and decreases the potential at reaction plane of the phenylcarboxylic acid and the pyridylcarboxylic acid monolayers on platinum by 0 to 5 mV and ~20 mV, respectively. The observed Δφ values due to deprotonation for phenylpropanoic acid/Pt and phenylbutanoic acid/Pt are only 0.7 % of the theoretical values and that for isonicotinic acid/Pt and nicotinic acid/Pt are only 1.2 %. No change in φ was observed for benzoic acid/Pt and phenylacetic acid/Pt electrodes. Pyridylcarboxylic acids becomes weaker acids upon immobilization onto a Pt surface primarily due to hydrogen bonding.

At very low coverage, all the polymethylene chains of thiolate monolayers lay on gold and form the C-H...Au agostic bond at 2903 cm⁻¹ with v_a(CH₂) and v_s(CH₂) dipole perpendicular and parallel to the Au surface, respectively. At increasing coverage, the polymethylene chain must turn the chain axis in order to stand up to accommodate more thiol molecules to be adsorbed on Au surface so that the amount of the agostic v_a(CH₂) decreases and disappears at high coverage.

The hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O is the dominated C=O peak of carboxylic acid-terminate thiolate monolayers on Au at low coverage. With increasing coverage, the amount of the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O decreases while the amount of both the non-hydrogen-bonded and the hydrogen-bonded polymeric C=O groups increase, meanwhile the surface wetting property increases remarkably with increasing coverage.

The pKₐ and the titration transition range of the non-hydrogen-bonded C=O, the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O, and the hydrogen-
bonded polymeric C=O groups of carboxylic acid-terminate thiolate monolayers on Au are determined from IRRAS data to be ~6, ~8, and ~10, and 3, 7, and 3 pH units, respectively. The effective pK\textsubscript{a} of the non-hydrogen-bonded C=O and the hydrogen-bonded dimeric C=O groups increases from 5 up to ~10 with increasing the extent of deprotonation.

Esterification of the 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) monolayer on Au converts the \( v(C=O) \) at 1717 cm\(^{-1} \) of the carboxylic acid to the \( v(C=O) \) at 1743 cm\(^{-1} \) of ester without change the hydrogen-bonded polymeric \( v(C=O) \) at 1680 cm\(^{-1} \) at all, meanwhile the contact angle at this monolayer increases from ~10° to 62°. Both IRRAS and contact angle measurements can be used to measure the reaction rate of this esterification process. The rate constant is proportional reciprocally to the packing density of the monolayer. For example the rate constants are \( 7.62 \times 10^{-3} \) sec\(^{-1} \) and \( 3.87 \times 10^{-3} \) sec\(^{-1} \) for a packing density of \( 4.0 \times 10^{-10} \) mol/cm\(^2 \) and \( 8.0 \times 10^{-10} \) mol/cm\(^2 \) MUA/Au monolayers, respectively.

The use of ion-pair electrolytes might be able to increase the change in the potential at the reaction plane due to less screening effect than conventional electrolytes. The use of different metal surfaces should form agostic bonds also with methylene groups. The reaction rate of different surface reactions can be measured in the same fashion using IRRAS and/or contact angle measurements.
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